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The first portion of the New Mexico
On the evening of November 28th
Washington, D. C, Dec. 7. The
Exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Ex Jose Martinez, aged 74 years, and
Senate in executive session today con
Tokio, Dec. 7. The Japanese troops
For more than a quarter of a cenposition, the Woman's Exhibit, has ar life long resident of Tao3 County, was
firmed a number of recess appoint
Alaska Hill fronting on Port tury the Texans, New Mexicans and
occupied
The articles of incorporaticn .of the ments made
rived in Santa Fe and is in charge of foully murdered in the doorway' of his
includ
by the President,
Mrs. M. A. Otero, president of the Wo home near Llano, and four miles from Durango, Albuquerque &Gulf Railway Ing four new cabinet officers. The leg Arthur yesterday, December 6th. The Mexicans on the Rio Grande have
d
fight over the
man's Auxiliary to the New Mexico the Pueblo of the Picuris, in the south Company, which were filed today in islative executive and judicial appro Russian armored cruiser Bayan is re- waged a
water rights of that river, and at times
Board of Managers, and the numerous em part of Taos County. On account the office of the Secretary of the Ter- priation bill, carrying $28,838,709, was ported to be aground.
Confirm Destruction of Battleships.
the feeling has become so intense that
articles, which were contributed by of the isolated location of the scene of ritory, bear the names of the capital reported to the House today.. This is
Tokio, Dec. 7. The headquarters of actual warfare seemed imminent. Yet
the ladies of the Territory and which the murder, the news has just been ists who built the Santa Fe Central $846,498 less than the estimate and
received so many favorable comments received here, being brought by a son and who are now building the Albu- $235,881 more than the current appro the Japanese army in front of Port Ar at the recent National Irrigation Con
thur has reported confirming the dis gress held at El Paso the harmony and
by visitors at the Fair, will be return of the slain man, Gabino Martinez, who querque Eastern. Today, also, there priation.
abling of the Russian battleships Ret- - jubilance which characterized the joint
were
office
filed
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of
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the secretary
ed to their respective owners
New Appropriation Bill.
arrived here yesterday to lay the facts
vizan and Poltava and stating that the session of the delegates from Mexico,
Commissioner Arthur Seligman has of the case before District Attorney of state of Colorado, articles of incor
When the Senate convened today
cruiser
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Bayan is aground.
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New
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poration
Mexico the regular call of business was made
received a telegram from
Por E. C. Abbott and in his absence from
Colorado,
Destructive
Bombard as to almost amount to a love feast.
terfleld, superintendent of the Terri- the city, he delivered the information & Gulf Railway Company, as that part for the first time in this session and a Conducting
ment.
To those familiar with the conditions
of the road from the Colorado-Netorial exhibit, stating that the building to Judge A. J. Abbott.
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Early Monday evening,
the Japanese naval guns in front of ley this was a source of wonder and
of the furniture contained in It will Martinez returned to his home and af- known.
Among the bills introduced was one
Last week Chief Engineer J. R. Far- presented by Senator Piatt, of New Port Arthur telegraphing December surprise and not a little gratification.
be sent to Santa Fe, where the resi- ter attending to affairs at the corral,
Since irrigation came into practice
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lirst opportunity to purchase the var the dogs outside commenced barking kindred companies, finished the final the congressional representation. The
ious articles as souvenirs. Many non in a furious and excited manner. He survey of the proposed right of way of introduction of this bill created consid bardment of December 5th. We are Grande Valley have been divided on
residents of the Territory were anxious took a lantern and asked his daughter-in-la- the, road. A preliminary survey had erable interest in the Democratic side now taking observations from a hill the subject of the equable division of
near Shuishl Ying. Since December 2 the waters of the river and upon the
to secure the furniture but it will be
and her son to go outside with been made last year but a number of of the house and at the request cf sev we
El
have daily bombarded the enemy's best methods of flood storage.
were
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sold here, although not as high a price him to see what caused the commo- changes
fleet lying south of Paiyu Mountain. Paso and Mexico have labored manful
The road will begin at Albuquerque were read.
can be secured here probably as would tion. As nothing unusual was found at
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Che
of the government. NumFoo
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tive of the New Mexican yesterday that His aged wife, who is 72 years old, go into San Juan County and to Aztec priations reported the legislative, ex
Che Foo, Evening, Dec. 7. Che Foo erous bills have been introduced in
he was very proud of the fact that ev- says that shortly after her husband along the San Juan River. From that ecutive and judicial bill and gave no
is again without news regarding the Congress to secure the necessary aperything that was loaned by people of told the younger woman to make a cir- place it will go to Durango along the tice that he would call the bill up for
at Port Arthur.
propriation, but without success. New
operations
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the Territory for the exhibits will be cle of the house, she heard a noise,
consideration tomorrow. The House
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addition
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miles of track in Col sage to the respective committees hav ing around Poutiloff Hill and the rail- the Mesilla Valley.
exhibits by mercenary vandals on the century lying on the threshold in his be twenty-tw- o
The Cause of the Harmony.
which began December 6th in the
closing day of the great Exposition last death agony. His head was cov orado from the boundary line to Du ing jurisdiction of the several subjects. way,
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The Smoot Investigation.
right eye was pany is $6,000,000,of which $200,000 has
Service and his board of consulting
ever
kind
before
heard
at
Port
except
which proves to have been a good step completely torn from the socket and been subscribed and the additional
A report from Salt Lake City says
as various state exhibits were despoil- his other eye was almost In the same amount for the construction of the U. S. Marshal Haywood has succeeded Arthur. The effect is due to the con engineers, through their presentation
of a plan which met with the unanied on the last day with losses of thous condition, although it was still con road seems to have been raised on thus far in serving only eight of the stantly increasing number of siege guns
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all
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Early in 1902, Mr. Davis made a careMukden, Dec. 7. The question of
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prizes. So far as known, 75 prizes proved that the old man had been mur
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a full list of them will ,be published could not have resulted from a fall, let for its coal and fruit products and Reynolds. Nicholson is the recorder
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feasible site near Engle New Mexico.
lic the awards for the horticultural and feet of the murdered man and all of
the missions committee of the Mormon coal.
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Minor
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church and editor of one of the Moragricultural exhibits and we expect to them were covered with blood. The
National Irrigation Law was passed
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St.
Petersburg,
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receive at least fourteen prizes in that dead man's right hand was cut and
mon publications.
in a telegram to the Emperor mentions and the Reclamation Service organized.
To Defeat Joint Statehood.
bleeding as if from a knife or sharp in
department.
the Japanese attack on the villages of Chief Engineer Newell ordered a surWashington, D. C, Dec. 7. Demo
"According to the population and strument.
vey of the Engle site under Engineer J.
cratic politicians of Oklahoma will try Sinchinpu and Soudianin, both of A. French. Upon the completion of
amount of appropriation New Mexico
At the coroner's inquest, which was
were
which
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secured the largest percentage of held next day, the jury rendered a ver When Grand Jury Begins Investigation to defeat the pending Hamilton state
the preliminary surveys the data obhood bill, making Oklahoma and Indian portant outpost affair on the right tained were given to Supervising Enof Chadwick Affair Many Promawards of any state or territory. The dict of death at the hand of some per
when
Russians
and
routed
the
inent Men Involved.
limited appropriation was a severe son or persons unknown and a search
Territory one state, by" having intro wing,
gineer B. M. Hall, who has just comduced in the United States Senate a bayonetted the Japanese guard.
handicap in the installation of the ex- for evidence was immediately begun.
pleted the plans of structure and a
New York, Dec. 7. A prominent measure, drawn by Thomas Doyle of
Trying to Save Coal.
hibits, as some states expended $100,-00- Gabino Martinez said to a New Mexicareful study of the water supply.
Tangier, Morocco, Dec. 7. The Rus
in installing single exhibits which can reporter this morning before re man from Ohio now here in connection Perry, asking joint statehood, but alMr. Hall's work this season has demOkwere awarded the first prizes for Instal- turning home, that his father had nev with the Chadwick affair, said today lowing seventy-fiv- e
delegates each sian cruiser Dnieper, the transport
onstrated
the entire practicability o
ean
two
and
boat
two
torpedo
destroyers the
revelations will be from Oklahoma and Indian Territory
lation.
er, to his knowledge, made an enemy "In a day or
and has resulted in the
site,
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sailed
"The educational exhibit will be who would take such steps to cause the made which will show that this is the to the constitutional convention, in- towed eastward today. The Dnieper
citizens of the valley burying the
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in
to
the
order
most
and
of
destroyers
colossal
affair
he
the century. stead of sixty from the former
fifty
sent to Silver City and from that point aged man's death. He has a clew,
omize in the use of coal. The Russian hatchet and uni' 'ng as one man in apwill be distributed to the various col- says, which he is positive will lead to Five prominent New York men, whose from the latter, as in the Hamilton
war vessels have now all left this port. proving the project. The big Congress
leges and schools in the Territory, with the arrest and conviction of the assas names have not yet been connected bill. Either Senator Gorman or Senat
hall at El Paso was packed to overRussia Has Plenty of Soldiers.
their respective exhibits installed in sin, but he refused to divulge the with the matter, will be as deepiy in or Stone will introduce Doyle's meas
flowing to hear Engineers Newell and
St. Petersburg, Dec. 7. The military Hall
the cabinets, furnished by the Board name of the supect, so that he may not volved as Mrs. Chadwick. A number ure. His bill provides for the immeexplain the plan in detail.
The mineral exhibit will be sent be given a chance to leave the country j of wealthy and prominent western men diate sale of the public buildings, strength of Russia is still untouched
Dam Commission.
International
will also be dragged into the case and lands, etc., as the legislature shall de by the present war, according to the
to Professor F. A. Jones, at Albuquer- before arrest.
The
International
Commission, comwill follow. termine. It provides for the new state official report of the war office.
numerous prosecutions
Of
que, where it will be kept intact as the
of U. S. Army Engineers and
posed
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be
made
will
fact
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to
effect
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districts
there
take
far
through
public
thus
government,
permanent exhibit of the Territory.
Mexican Engineers appointed by that
only a partial mobilization in 423 disThis exhibit received the gold medal given a royal reception socially and the grand jury investigation which be 1906.
in it3 report recommended
government
tomorrow."
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a
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on
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Bank Examiner Appointed.
at the Exposition. The state of
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United
States should buy all
that
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orado makes an appropriation for a grounds and the general treatment acCharles H. Filson, of Guthrie, Okla few categories were touched. In none
land, pay all damages and
necessary
are
reserves
the
exhausted.
The
regNo.
Charnews
Hit.
to
and
Francis
corded
nationTelephone your
permanent mineral exhibit and it
by President
homa, was yesterday appointed
construct at American expense the inwould be a good plan to follow In New les M. Reeves, chairman of the exploital bank examiner. Mr. Filson is chair ular establishment include the guard ternational dam t "the pass," about
man of the Republican territorial com and grenadier corps, two cavalry corps four miles above El Paso;
Mexico, as it would save the expense ation bureau of the Exposition, was
submerge
of collecting and arranging another greatly appreciated by the entire dele- a great credit. A Boston man wrote, mittee. He was indorsed for the ap- and 23 regular corps, exclusive of two 25,565 acres of
good land in the LTnited
In
two
in
and
Turkestan
Caucassus,
would provide a permanent exhibit of gation.
dele
S.
Bird
McGuire,
My impression of New Mexico has ex pointment by
States, extend the Mexican boundary
the Territorial resources in this par"Much of the credit for the success perienced a wonderful change, your gate in Congress from Oklahoma. Mr. the Siberian corps. Ten of these corps up stream to the dam site, ceding MexEuticular.
Filson's territory will include Oklaho- are now at the front. Four more
of the occasion is due Herbert J.
people are all right.'
ico 98 acres additional territory in orIndian Territory and northern ropean corps and five rifle brigades are der that one end of the dam might be
ma,
of the Board, who acted as
"The ethnological exhibit, which
"The
of
"The publication
the Board,
arfill
also
under orders to
up three
was awarded the grand prize, will be master of ceremonies on New Mexico Land of Sunshine,' was very favorab- Texas, and the salary will be $3,500 a
one-hal- f
of the
mies to 150,000 men each. The pres- on Mexican soil; deed
returned to the New Mexico Historical Day. Professors McDougal and Ridden, ly commented on and was In great de- year.
water
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supdam,
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ent
of
plans contemplate the use
only
Hard.
. McGuire Working
Society, Fred Harvey, A. F. Spiegel-berg- , of Socorro, who were in charge of the mand. Five thousand more copies
27 regular European ply to the Republic of Mexico forever,
cf
the
eight
and prohibit the construction of any
myself and others who made con- mineral exhibit; Professor Owen and could easily have been distributed.
Delegate McGuire, of Oklahoma, ar
Miss Page, of Silver City, of the ed- The literature of the New Mexico Bu- rived in Washington yesterday. Mr. corps.
tributions to the collection.
large reservoir on the Rio Grande in
New Mexico.
"It is not generally known that this ucational exhibit; J. A. Graham and reau of Immigration was also greatly McGuire returns more determined
Roswell, In charge re sought after by visitors. Over 60,000 than ever to secure, if possible, the adThe alternative plan suggested by
Territory was the only state or terri- Mrs. Graham, of horticultural
and agri- finely illustrated, well written and ex- mission of Oklahoma to statehood. He
of
the
spectively
set
date
for
to
the
allowed
change
the U. S. Reclamation Service is to
tory
Its day at the Fair and on that day, No- cultural exhibits, deserve great credit cellently printed bulletins were dis- says he will make this the principal
build a storage dam opposite Engle,
vember 18th, last, the Territory was for the manner in which they managed tributed. I have recenty received let- part of his work during the short ses
New Mexico, across the Rio Grande,
further honored by the calling out of the displays under their charge and ters from the national and nearly all sion to Congress, although it came near
at a point about
of a mile
regular troops of the United States performed the duties incident to their of the state and foreign commissions being that during the last session, for American Member of Commission to below the site selected by the old Ele;
for copies of the literature distributed he talked statehood from morning to
Army and the Philippine Scouts, which positions.
Inquire Into North Sea Affair
phant Butte Company. From this resThe register In the Territorial build- - at the building for the purpose of night- - He looked after public buildipp
was not accorded any other state. We
Receives Instructions.
ervoir it is proposed to irrigate 180,-00- 0
received the compliment that day of ing shows the names of over 180,000 keeping them on record. We did not matters yesterday, calling on the supacres of land, 110,000 acres in New
having the youngest appearing ard visitors to it, among them many of the anticipate such beneficial results to ervising architect of the treasury, with
Washington, D. C, Dec. 7. Rear Ad- Mexico, 20,000 acres in Texas above
handsomest receiving line at the recep-- 1 most prominent men of the country, the Territory and wd are very proud of whom- he had a conference. Mr. Mc- miral Charles H. Davis, who ha3 been El Paso, and 50,000 acres in El Paso
tion of any state that observed a state In the remarks column may be found what the New Mexico building and ex- Guire wants to secure an additional ap- detailed by the President to represent valley below El Paso. There will be
day at the fair. The ladies were Mrs. much Interesting reading and it dem hibits and the literature furnished by propriation of $15,000 for the buildinp 'he United States on the International no good land submerged by this reserOtero, Miss Anna Hitchcock, St Louis; onstrates the sentiment of the people our board and the Bureau of Immigra- at Guthrie, which is all that is needed Commission created to investigate the voir. It will be located in New MexiMrs. J. W. Raynolds, Mrs. Frost, Mrs. who viewed the New Mexico exhibits. tion did in the way of advertising the to enable a third story to be added tr
orth Sea affair, has received full in co and subject to the operations of th
Arthur Seligman and Mrs. A. M. Ber-ger- Some of these were: Ton deserve Territory and showing to the world the building, as there is available aboul struction from the Secretary of State U. S. Reclamation Service, while th .
Continued on Page Eight.
Governor and Mrs. Otero were statehood." 'An excellent bull ling and what our country really is."
and Will sail next Saturday.
(Continued on Page She)
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IRRIGATION LAWS.
irrigation laws will be demanded from the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly and it is to be hoped
that the laws makers will be wide
awake to their duty as well as to their
privilege in that respect The present
irrigation laws are good enough as far
as they go; they were excellent some
thirty or forty years ago, when there
was more water available in ordinary
years in every valley than was used
and when there was but little growth
and expansion along agricultural lines.
But the present laws go no further
than the little acequia and community
ditch and the disposal of lands already
under irrigation. These laws can be
left alone, or a few slight changes may
be made to them, but in addition,
there should be a code of irrigation
laws applicable to present needs and
future growth. Wyoming, Utah, Idaho
and other arid states have such laws
and the National Reclamation Service
and the State Engineers Association
have recommended progressive legislation to cover water rights and irrigation. All such legislation, existing
and proposed, aims at the same object:
State supervision of the waters within
the state, the policing of water ways
by competent state authority and the
maxim that beneficial use should constitute the right, the limit and the meas
ure of the appropriation of waters, no
matter, whether the state adheres to
the old common law doctrine of riparian rights or to any other system.. Such
legislation is not in its experimental
state, it has been tried and found good
and it is time that New Mexico joins
the procession of progress in that respect. If it does not, the other irrigation commonwealths are bound to
keep on outgrowing it in population
and in wealth.
A code of
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CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK
The Mexican Central has recently
garrison
Many
placed on sale tickets to New York and
up the fight and hang out the
return going via the Mexican Central
five of
surrender, when lack of food has to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
men
an
to
weakened the
past
power
via the famous Ward Steamship Line
continue the struggle.
a
man
is to New York. The return will be by
Many
similarly starved rail over any line to El Paso. The en
out of business. tire trip covering thousands of miles,
His digestion is
Cuba, and Its famous Moro
H i s Havana,
impaired.
and a dozen of the
Newport
Castle,
food does not
nourish him, and largest cities of the United States, can
for lack of be made for $122.50. A more delightful
trip cannot be planned as stop-ove- r
privileges are allowed and the tickets
strength to carry on
are good for one year from the date
the struggle he turns
of sale. The trip includes the City of
his store over to anMexico, the "Paris of. America." Fur
other.
Dr. Pierce's Golden
ther information can be secured by ad
Medical Discovery
dressing A. Dulohery, Commercial
cures diseases of the
Agent, El Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murstomach and other ordock, Assistant General Passenger
of
and
digestion
gans
Agent, City of Mexico.
nutrition.
restores
It
strength to weak, nervTENTH SEASON OF THE CALIFOR
n
men and
ous,
NIA LIMITED.
women.
Ten years ago this fall the Santa Fe
"About ten yean ago I
began to be afflicted with
started its California Limited train on
tomacb trouble, also diarthe initial run across the continent,
rhea," write Mr. Wm.
Walters, of Antrim. Mo.
Many improvements have been made
"In warm weather it grew
worse, until it vould throw
in that busy decade. Today's engines
me into
a cramping chill.
. V..
. --.
.IT
ft
and coaches are much heavier than
I
I I
I sometimes thought my
those of 1894. Millions of dollars have
cuu nau come, i nca many
been spent on the track alone some
remedies, but they gave
only temporary relief. In
it for
of
(dustless) road
November, 1S99, thought I
would try Doctor Pierce's
en
bed and
(smokeless)
Golden Medical Discovery.
gines. The time is faster, too.
I got six bottles and took five in succession, then
thought I would wait for a time and take the
Daily service of the California Limit
one left. Soon found I had symptoms of the
trouble coming back, so took the sixth bottle ed was resumed Sunday, November
and it cured me. I have enjoyed the best of 13, for the tenth season, superseding
health this summer, and the credit all belongs
schedule. An
to your 'Golden Medical Discovery.'
the present
I can't
express my many thanks to Dr. Pierce for his
between Chitrain,
remedy, for it did so much for me. Words cannot express how severely I suffered,
Los Angeles and San Francisco,
cago,
"If any doubt the above statement let them
address me, and I will take great pleasure in running through the Southwest land of
enchantment. The time, Chicago to Los
answering."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse the Aneeles. is about 68 hours, which is
bowels and stimulate the sluggish liver.
fast. speed for the 2,265 miles travers
ed, considering that several mountain
are crossed.
On June 30, 1904, there were in New ranges
"A POINTER."
Mexico twenty-on- e
National Banks
with resources amounting to $8,593,-372.3Good whisky brightens up a sluggish
and a capital stock of $1,204,300. brain; bad whisky will make a slug
If more is needed to demonstrate that gard out of you. "Uncle Sam" joins us
capital has been seeking the Territory in assuring you only the purest at
"THE CLUB."
the past four years, that need should
be supplied by the receipts of the Territorial Treasurer from incorporation
fees, which were as follows: For the
The eye should not be drugged except
year- - ending June 30, 1900, $5,772.25;
under the special care of a physician.
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CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam-heate- d
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
eennedted. Fine 8ample Room for Commercial Men & 4f
fire-pro-
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THE ANNUAL' REPORT OF SECRETARY SHAW.
The revenue of the United States
government for the fiscal year ending
June 30,1904, amounted to $684,214,373,-74- ,
of which customs or tariff yielded
internal revenue
$261,274,500;
the post office department
'
SECURITY
COMPANY
$143,582,600 and the sale of public
BONDS
SHOULD BE FURNISHED.
lands $7,453,500, no other class of income yielding over $6,400,000. The exThe New Mexican at different times
penditures during the same period during the past two years has advocatwere $725,984,945.65, showing a deficit ed the enactment of a statute by the
of $41,770,571.91. This deficit was caus- Thirty-sixtlegislative assembly pro
ed by the payment of $50,000,000 for viding that all county officers whose
the right of way of the Panama Canal. duty it is to furnish bond, should be
There was a net decrease in receipts compelled to give security company
The tariff yielded bonds and that no other should be acof r 10,406,743.90.
over $23,000,000 less than the year be cepted by the authorities whose duty 1901, $7,640.75; 1902, $10,706.00; 1903,
fore while there was also a decrease of it is to approve such bonds, prepara $13,628.50.
almost $1,500,000 in public land sales; tory to the officers appointed or electwhile internal revenue shewed an in' ed, taking office. The Socorro ChiefThe New Mexican considers the best
crease of $2,100,000. At the same time tain holds the same opinion that the interests of the people of New Mexico
there was an increase in the Nation's New Mexican does and has at divers of more importance than those of Dei- '
expenditures of over $85,000,000 times during the past advocated a sim- egate B. S. Rodey, hence its opposition
measure.
ilar
re
In its last week's issue, to the Hamilton joint statehood bill
These figures are from the annual
port of Secretary of the Treasury the paper pertinently and timely says: now pending in the Senate of the Fit-'- ;
Shaw and give good reasons why the "Let the Territorial legislature pass a ty eighth Congress. The people do not j makes the use of pungent drugs unnoces-sar- y
and saves you from all the inconvencounsel for economy of President law requiring every county officer to want it to pass. Mr. Rodey, like many
ience and danger of that painful treatment.
Roosevelt in his annual message should furnish a bond signed by some well es- other men elected by the people or put
CURES ALL EYE AFFECTIONS.
,
be heeded. To reduce one's income by tablished surety company. If such law into official positions by them, has for
over $10,000,000 a year and increase should be enacted the citizens of New gotten that he ought to be the servant
the expenditures by over $85,000,000 Mexico would have the blessed satis- ol the people in place of attempting to
can not be kept up indefinitely even faction of seein an immediate and re- boss them.
by a3 rich a nation as the United markable decrease in the number of
Thomas F. Lawson, of Massachus
States. For the present fiscal year, defaulting public officials, and they
A. M. DETT ELBACH, Mgr.
Secretary Shaw estimates a deficit of would have the equally blessed satis- etts is reiterating his charges of cor
For the fiscal year 1906, faction of seeing their defaulting pub- ruption against the Massachusetts leg
$18,000,000.
he figures a surplus of $22,330,000, that lic officials brought to certain and islature and the Boston city council. So
far no proof, however, has been ad- The Largest Hall in the City
speedy punishment without public
is, if Congress is economical.
Since March 14, 1900, according to
Every member of the Thirty- - vanced by him. Lawson is getting
for
the report, there have been organized sixth legislative assembly knows that
in the United States 2,153 national such a law would eradicate from many
The American hen is a great bird Balls
banks with a capital of $122,737,300. a county of New Mexico one of the
evils.
and
of much pecuniary value to the Parties
Fourteen of these were organized in greatest
Why not enact the
United States. The American eagle is
New Mexico with a capitalization of law?"
also a great bird, but it is not a money Private and
New Mexico stands thirty-thir- d
$505,000.
MURDERER m'"?. Both are all right in their sevamong the commonwealths of the COLONEL CHAVES'
Public Entertainments
SHOULD BE FOUND.
eral tpheres.
Union in that respect, ahead of Maine,
New Hampshire, Vermont, MassachusLooking carefully over the circum
Etc.
John D. Rockefeller, it is said, has Conventions, Etc., Etc.,
etts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, Dela- stances connected with the recent horware, District of Columbia, South Car- rible assassination of the late Colonel just secured control of the asbestos
olina, Montana, Wyoming, Washing- J. Frank Chaves and the various re- mines in Ontario, Canada. He may
ton, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Hawaii ports in circulation concerning it, it have had an idea of protecting himself
Seating Capacity, 450
and Porto Rico and in the same rank seems clear that not much in the direc- against fire in the future when he did
tion of reliable clews has as yet been so.
with Florida.
Large Stage
Of the Marine Sanatorium for Con- found by the authorities. It Is a great
Mrs.
Chadwick
a
is
regular Napoleon
sumptives at Fort Stanton, New Mex- pity that this is true and it is hoped
For terms apply to9
ico, the Secretary says: "The number that the peace officers of Valencia of finance and a promoter of the
She borrowed a million dollars
of patients cared for in the sanitorium County wherein the murder was comA. M.
for consumptives at Fort Stanton con- mitted, will relax no efforts for the de- on no assets whatever. She ought to
tinues to increase. Three hundred and tection and bringing :o justice of the go to the head of the class.
St.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Hancock
iox
were treated during the brutal assassin or assassins. The
eighty-siThe king of Bulgaria would like to
year. This exceeds the number for crime was so foul and cowardly and
the murdered man was so prominent in borrow $8,000,000. There are others
the previous year by 112.
A. B. CKAYCRAFT,
The report, which covers 50 printed life that the most strenuous efforts right here in New Mexico who would
THE
pages, is replete with statistics and should be made for their discovery and be satisfied with less.
covers the manifold activities of the apprehension, that proper and speedy
PHOTOGRAPHER
Treasury Department. The recommen- justice may be meted out. Public polCatarrh Cannot be Cured
this suggestion to you
Makes
and
the
LOCAL
of
the commonwealth with
dations are mostly technical, though icy
APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
good
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
undoubtedly of great value. The most also demand such a course. .
blood or constitutional disease, and in rder
Come and see me if you
to cure it you must tske internal remedies.
important comment is that on the
is
HhII's
and
Cure
taken
Catarrh
internally,
No comment is necessary upon the acts dirnotlv on the blood and mucous g
want the finest
feature of the currency of the
is
a
Cure
not
Hall's
Catarrh
fact
four
the
that
re
quack
which
Shaw
of
"past
during
Nation,
years medicine. It wag prescribed by one of the
Secretary
PHOTOS AID VIEWS
bf st physicians in this country for years and
peats his words of a year previous as fourteen national Banks with a cap- is
It Is composed of
ital stock of $505,000 were organized in thea regular
prescription.
follows:
best tonics known, combined with the
Ever made in the city
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
"It does not respond to the varying ,New Mexico, while in the wealthy state best
mucous
surfaces. The perfect combination
of
same
in
Massachusetts
time
the
only
of the two ingredients is what produces uch
needs of seasons, or of localities, or of
seven such banks were organized. Not wondtrful results in curing Catarrh. Send
IS TO PLEASE YOU !
MY SPECIALTY
changing conditions of business. This a
for
testimonials free
New
state
of
outside
A
CO..
K.
single
O.
England
J. CHENEY
Props., Toledo,
admitted defect should be remedied
Sold b Druggists, price 'Sc.
Developing and Finishing
But in remedying it no measure should Massachusetts, in that time, organized
Take Hall's Family fills for constipation.
be considered that will in anywise more than five national banks. In
Kodak Work to Order :
weaken that which is now stable, and eighteen commonwealths of the Union
ComMexican
The
New
Printing
no element should e injected that will a less number of banks were organized pany is
for engraved
cause distrust or doubt. Fortunately, than in New Mexico and in one, Flori- card3 de headquarters
New
Mexico.
Get
in
visite
at the present time no recipient of any da, only as many. This does not look your work done here and you will be
of our several forma of money stops to as if capital is being driven out of the pleased in every particular.
examine its character. It is known m Territory, by the present administra
f
be as good as gold, for the credit of tion,
A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
For Your
to
is
maintain
the Government
pledged
Blind, Bleeding or ProtrudThe temperance advocates of the ingItching,
its parity with gold. No act should be
ACCIDENT
or
Piles. Your druggist will refund
LIFE,
are pointing with pride to the
PAZO OINTMENT fails to
passed authorizing the issuance of any country
if
money
HEALTH Insurance
fact that there were 11,000,000 gallons cure
thing less safe and secure."
you in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
less of whiskey and miscellaneous
Yonr
drinks manufactured in the United
Cured Paralysis.
One thing overlooked by Chairman
or COURT
SURETY
before.
Stated this year than the year
W. S. Baily, P. O. True, Texas, y
J. H. Crist of the Democratic Territor The
to writes:
had
nothing
people
temperance
been
suffering
"My wife had
BONDS,
ial Central Committee in the last elec do with it. The
people who drink five years with paralysis in her arm,
tion was that he failed to employ Mrs, should
As well as Your
get the credit. They have evi when I was persuaded to use Ballard's
Chadwlck as chairman of his finance
some during the past Snow Linament, which cured her all
let
up
dently
INSURANCE
FIRE
ermmittee. What a glorious pair the
year.
right I have also used it for old sores',
two would have made!
frostbites and skin eruptions. It does
Go to
The road laws cf the Territory need the work." 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold by
. There are many applicants for posi
THE HANNA INSURANCE
Co.
Fischer Drug
,
amending and that greatly!
tions for employes in the Thirty-sixtAGENCY
legislative assembly, but according to
chosen.
will
few
be
the indications,
PbooeNo.M.
Atwayt. Remember the gaM
Here is a hint which would-b- e
Cer. WasMsgtos aid Palace Aveaaei
cants will do well to take. It will save
tox. asc
CM.CoMfaOneDay.CrJDayo
time, trouble and expense.
$232,-904,00- 0;
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OUR PLACE
Only High Grade Liquors ! and Cigars

Kept in Stock

COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL

W. R. PRICE, Prop;

Telephone No. 17.

A. P. HOGLE
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funeral Director
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Wednesday, December 7, 1904.
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BEST TROOPS
IN THE WORLD
Secretary of War Taft Pays High
Tribute to American Soldier
in His Annual Report.

is no exaggeration to say

that the
troops of the United States are the best
fed, best clothed, and best sheltered
troops in the world," thus says Secretary of War William H. Taft in his annual report irade recently. Only 629
deaths occurred in the entire army dur
ing the past twelve months and the
death rate was only 5.94 per thousand
in the United States and 9.30 per;
thousand for the entire army, fifteen
per cent of which was due to cholera
in the Philippines. There was a total
increase in the army during the past
year of only 560 men, which seems like

a very small beginning for

imperial-

COAL

Six years ago I became afflicted with a
Valdosta, Ga., September, 1900.
severe sore lee which continued to grow Swift Specific Co., Atlanta,
Ga.
ANTHRACITE
BITUMINOUS
worse, gradually, until the entire leg
Dear Sirs I want to tell you about
from the knee to the foot was one solid my case and the good S. S. S. has done
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
sore, which wa9 very offensive. I spent me. Something like a rising came on
1
OVer4fl.000.ooon twotrina to Hot Srrintra
Til v in c.f fn
n
vprv email of
We
to
want
call your attention to the superior quality of our
and various local physicians treated me to no purpose. I had painful, and I could wear my shoe with- about come to the conclusion to have my leg amputated when out any trouble. But as it
which is screened, free Trom dirt and bone.
LUMP
COAX,
larger and began to pain me
a friend induced me to try S. S. S., saying if I would take it I consulted a doctor, but grew
of all he could do the sore
in
spite
constantly for a year and it did not benefit me he would pay got worse and began to discharge; then other sores came until
FIRE WOOD
medicine. I began to take your medicine, and in the the whole top of my foot was one
?r
large mass of sores and I
snort space of seven months it completely and thoroughly
KINDLING
Cut
size
desired
could not walk. Then
any
husband, who had been cured of
cured me. I consider S. S. S. the grandest medicine the world ecroima Dy xne use 01 s. my
s.
said
he
cure
believed
would
s.,
it
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.
has ever known. My leg is a witness today as to what S. S. S. me. I .began
taking it and eight bottles cured me; my foot
will do when taken regularly.
healed up nicely. I believe I would have been a cripple
Garfield Avenue, Neap A. T.
for
OFFICE:
S. F. Depot mmi
TnTrTIT NO. 85
Box 245, Winona, Miss.
'
lite but tor 5. S. S.
J. B. Tai,berT.
Mrs. C. H. King.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
J0
A great running sore, or deep offensive ulcer may develop from a
slight scratch, bruise or pimple a harm1

WMS

CORD WOOD

Recommends Some Improvements in
the Service Speaks Authoritively
on Philippine Question.

at the

COAL TAHD
CAPITAL
CERRILLOS and MONERO

fif

GOOD COAST DEFENSES

"It

Can be obtained

less looking little boil or slightly swollen gland may soon be an ulcerating mass that will
develop into a cancerous
ulcer, dangerous and destructive. Middle-ageand old people are the most frequent sufferers from old sores and
chronic ulcers, but the young, even children, who have inherited weak constitutions or had them contaminated
and tainted by Malaria, or other sickness, are afflicted in the same, way. These chronic sores and ulcers are a
constant drain on the system, sapping the vitality and strength. They depress the
energy with their foul pollution, and are sure signs that the blood is charged with poisonous matters which in its weak, sluggish condition it
IS unable to throw off. Salves, washes, powders, etc., can never be of
any permanent service in the treatment of
sores ana uicers, because the trouble is not on the outside, but in the blood,
and as long as it circulates through the body in its impoverished and
poisoned
condition the trouble will grow worse. The need is a remedy that will cleanse
the
blood of all poisons and impurities, build it up from its weakened
state, increase
its vigor and strengthen the whole system. S. S. S. does this, and is the
only
blood punfierthat does. Rich blood is carried to the diseased
which forms
parts,
.-.
...
nnrl
new tissues
,
nllowc tTic cnrn fi1o. i 1n1
i
Its vegetable properties, and tones up every organ while effecting the cure. It brings a safe as well as a
permanent
cure, and is guaranteed entirely vegetable. Send for our special book on Sores and Ulcers, and write for
any advice
you wish. We make no charge for this. THE SWIFT
SPECIFIC
d

T-

ism, as the population of the country

at the same time increased over

i 1 MJIDE

THE DEIIVEB

STSIEjl

SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST

-1-

COMPANY. ATLANTA. GA.

and

i

Line from Santa Fe to Denver. Colorado Springs.
Pueblo. Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida,
Leadville Glenwood springs, Grand
unction. Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and
all points west.

500 persons.
3,00Q,-00There is no reason as tick" and imperialistic administration perfection of the present defense sysThe total number of men in the yet, why those fifteen hundred citi- policy.
tem. but these remarks are made to
service on October 15, 1904, was
zens should be overshadowed by one
Taft does not recommend correct the erroneous impression of the
Secretary
or about one roldler for every 1,- - soldier even under an impossible "big an increase in the army but suggests defenselessness of this
country in case
that it would be advisable to make a of war, which might be conveyed unchange in the proportion of the three less the report of the Chief of Artillery
BETWEEN
armies of the service, "because the and his subordinates is interpreted as
SANTA
technical skill required in artillerymen suggested."
and the length of time needed to Lring
The War Department, in addition to
ALAMOSA.
them up to the requirements of mod' its other manifold duties has charge
Where connection is made with standard
era artillery service is greater even of the construction of the Panama CaMenstrual disorders, leucorrhoea, bearthan in the equipment and preparation nal and of the administration of the
guage trains for all points east, and afof the cavalry force" and the latter Philippine Islands'. Having been Goving down pains, sap the vitality out of
fords passengers the advantage of stopagain demands more time and skill ernor of those islands, Secretary Taft
Wine of Cardui makes
womanhood.
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs' o
than does the infantry. In this connec certainly speaks with authority upon
motherhood possible because it cures
tion the report says: "Our present this subject. He answers those who
Pueblo.
army is maintained not only for serv ask for an abandonment of the islands
II
these troubles not simply temporarily
ice as such, but as the basis or skel in the near future, as follows:
eton for a much larger army in time of
relieving the pain, but driving out the.w
"This would mean the abandonment
&
war, and it is therefore necessary that of the Philippine people to the unsta
those branches of the service, the ble government and factional chaos
Wine of Cardui fits a woman for every
preparation of which for a war footing that are certain to succeed. If there is
.
requires a long period of time, should an issue upon which the American peo STANDARD PULLMAN
TOURIST
duty of life.
be much larger in proportion than ple have emphatically expressed their
DINING
CARS
CHAIR CARS
those branches which can be readily judgment, it is that the policy of the
added to, when the necessity arises." Administration with respect to the reAnd is the popular route to all points in Colorado.
Considerable space is devoted to a tention of the Philippine Islands until
discussion of the militia, which num- such a period has elapsed as will enMR3. C. SEAMANN, of Greely, Neb.: 1 was in bad health and suffered
For illustrated advertising matter and farther particulars
bers 107,132 enlisted men and 8,805 of- able the American Government by ed
apply to
great pain at the monthly periods. After using Wine of Cardui 1 was greatly
22
or
officers
New
ficers.
Mexico
address
reports
ucation of the people and the material
lelieved and two months ago gave birth to a fine boy baby.
and 264 enlisted men, only Nevada re- development of the islands to elevate
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
MRS. TOM MURRAY, of Rocheport, Mo.: Two years ago I spent abont
porting a smaller number. The esti- them into a
oemmunity,
half the winter in bed. In February I commenced to take your Wine of
B. W. ROBBINS, Traveling Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
fiscal
mated expenditures for the
year shall stand approved."
Cardui. I was better at once and in a month was like a different person
ending June 30, 1906, are less than
He recommends a revision of the
My baby was born on Easter morning and my health has been good ever since.
a decrease of more than $5, Philippine tariff, government
Every expectant mother should use this excellent medicine.
fguaran
000,000 since 1901. It must be remem- tees for the railroad development of
H. 6. SHELBY, of Monterey, La. : Year before last I paid $50.00 doctor
bered that the War Department also the islands to cover a period of thirty
bills for my wife. After that my wife used one bottle oi wine of Cardui and
B.B.QCICKK.
BKIC BOTH!
nine months after she gave birth to a thirteen pound boy baby and I haven't
has supervision of many governmental years, and of reforms and changes in
Tom Come to Albuquerque Don't
When
Jt
Forget
paid any doctor bill since.
activities not strictly military:, Upon present laws. He dilates upon the pro
this matter, Secretary Taft says:
gress made under American rule and
Wine of Cardui Is yours to take today.
"It should be noted that the esti- this part of the report, which covers
You can secure a $1.00 bottle from your druggist.
and expendi- seventy printed pages, is especially
mates, appropriations,
QUICKEL (& BOTHE, Proprietors.
tures of the War Department include worthy of public attention, although
many items of a nonmilitary character, the other parts, even though technical
some of them strictly civil, such as and statistical in the main, are also of
Clob Room aarf Billiard Hall Attached.
those relatfng to the improvement of great importance and interest to the
r
rivers and harbors, the care and im people.
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Street
provement of certain public buildings,
grounds, and national parks, the erecAn inclination to be constipated is a common symptom of the American people.
NEW MEXICO
PLENTY OF PROOF.
e
tion of monuments, and surveys of the
There is no question but that this is due in a great measure to indigestion, and that
of
foods
like
diet.
eaten
indiscretion
be
Let
from
comes
daily
indigestion
Great Lake3. Others there are that From People You Know Santa Fe Cit
might be called semimilitary, having
izens.
little Immediate or direct connection
with the War Department or the Army,
The greatest skeptic can
fail
but partaking of the military by asso-- , to be convinced in the face ofhardly
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP
evidence
ciations more or less remote and indi- like this. It is impossible to produce
rect, as for example thos items which better proof of merit than the testiAnd
You
relate to the care and maintenance of mony of residents of Santa Fe, of peoWe
OUR
TRAINS.
go
disNational
the
and State Homes for
ple who can be seen at any time. Read
in
abled volunteer soldiers, these insti- the following case of it:
tutions being no part of the Army or Benito Romero, employed with
of the War Department and in no wise
Transfer, residence San Franunder its control, although by law the cisco St., says: "The use of plasters for
estimates of the National Home for a year and a half on my back did not
and there would be no constipation no sour stomach no formation of gas as it is
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers are
bring the results I expected and relief
baked at a high temperature all indigestible
made from the whole wheat-berr- y
Two
Miles
to be included with the annual from pain across the loins was just as
matter removed.
estimates of the War Department; and remotely in the distance as it was when
All
Palatable Nutritious Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat the items for national cemeteries, ar- I first noticed it. This led me to go to
tificial limbs and appliances,
and Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
AMreu the undersigned tor full and reliable Information.
bounty and other war claims all of Pills "and take a course of the treatff. XO.W-t. O. MURDOCK, A. Q. P. A..
them In the interest of soldiers but hav ment. I read in our Santa Fe papers
every package.
A. DU(.OHERY,
Commercial Agent. El Pan, Txa.
ing no more direct and logical connec- that they could be depended upon and
City of Mex'co.
Dr. Price, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
tion with the legitimate and necessary with considerable faith In the preparaA cook book containing 76 excellent receipts for using the Food mailed f ree to any address.
running expenses of the existing Army tion because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
than the claims of pensioners."
Prepared by PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, III.
Governor Taft assures the nation alone. I commenced the treatment. It
that it need not worry about the inad was very satisfactory. I used two boxequacy of its coast defenses. He says: es and they stopped the last attack."
257 San Francisco Street.
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
"The report of the Chief of Artillery
DO
Foster-MIlburn
a
box.
Co., Buffalo, N.
and of his subordinate,
and their
Y. sole agents for the United States.
conditions
strictures
the
upon
present
You
Do
If
Try the New Cuisine at the
the name Doan's and
Remember
of the coast defenses and their warnno
other.
take
Iming that there is need ror great
provement, manifest the natural, comSunken Eyes
mendable, and useful enthusiasm of
Sbort Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Nlht.
" under them.
s
with
who
are
excellent
those
most
doing
21 Meals for $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.
These tell stories of suffering, worry,
work and whose whole interest Is cenwhich all underand nerve-decaG. LUPEIHERRERA, Proprietor
tered on having defensees of the higheAP e4P Jm
&
This foe to good looks is
stand.
est
modern
Their
impaperfection.
Francisco
to
Next
San
254
Street,
use
the
o,f Palmo
Cartwright Davis Co's Store.
dispelled
quickly
by
rSwtfrrM, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
tience at the delays attending what
Tablets.
They remove the cause,
they regard as necessary
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
render the eyes bright, brain clear
and progress Is to be exand nerves calm. Cease worrying
and Other Gema.
.But when conferences are and look and fee!
60
years younger.
CO pected.
held with the Chief of Staff, with the cents. Book Free.
General Staff, and heads of other buWE LEAD Kf EVERYTHING.
To
the best cf Tcrythtojg fat the ftwr
reaus trained in the art oi war, and the
At Ireland's Pharmzcy.
China ware, OlfMWBN,
MeY Moldlaca
needs of all the service and the neees- -'
"I was much afflicted with sciatica,"
te Order
sity for economy In expenditure are writes Ed C. Nud, Iowavllle, Sedgwick
considered, it is thought that Congress county, Kansas, "going about on
will regard the progress which Is be- crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
ing made from year Jo" year as all that1 I was induced to try Ballard's Snow
rHABlF
and that the Linament, which relieved me.' I used
ought to be expected
main work or the coast defenses has three 50c bottles. It is the greatest,
been done, and that with the present liniment I ever used; have recommend- - j
"Licensed Embalmer fortifications
effective defense can be ed it to. a number of persons; all ex-- !
MX HMDS OP MINERAL WATERS
made whenever exigency may arise. -- pre3s themselves as being benefited by
jl jl MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PUD
'
The
Tra4e
'
Oae &tn te a CerteA
SaeelM
Frea
not
is
"It
intended to intimate that it. I now walk without cratches, able
not-tcontinued and in nAffrtvm o errant rioa 1 nt Hirtif laHrtf nn !
be
progress
ought
GoadalttDa Street. Sanfca Fe. N. M.
W JW
10.
San Francisco
that sums of money should not be the farm." 25c, BOc, fl.00. Sold
Mete
spent from year to year In a gradual Fischer Drug Co.
60,-18-
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OUR ELGIN
SHIRTS $1.25

THE DEATH OF
LOUIS A. GRANT

Here's a collection of $1.25 Shirts that every
man interested in smart, good looking shirts,
at a moderate price, will want to see.
The patterns are of such choice and carefully selected designs that particular men will
admire them.
The shirts are remarkable, because they can be compared favorably
with those costing a DoIlarand-a-Hal- f
elsewhere.

See Of? Line of Swell
Top Coats I

y

ESTABLISHED

Special to the New Mexican.
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 7. Louis
A. Grant, vice president of the Morning Journal Company, of this city, died
yesterday at his home in Los Angeles,
Death was
at the age of 52 years.
caused by a stroke of paralysis from
which Mr. Grant had suffered for the
past 18 months.
He leaves a wife and two daughters,
his brother, John Grant, the sole surviving, member of the firm of Grant
Brothers, railroad contractors, and two
nephew, Dan G. Grant and D. A. Mac
Pherson, of this city.
'The funeral will take place from the
family residence in L03 Angeles Fri
day.

FOB HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS

.

.

.

$18.50 to $22.50.
$26.50 to $30.00.

.

ONE DOLLAR PER HAT
There that much saving, at least, in buying your Hats here. Besides that,
we are not confined to any one style, We have all the fashionable shapes, We
don't make Hats, but' we sell the best that we can get.
We have Hats at $i 25 $2.50 $3 50 and $500 that would please any man.
all thi new Fall and Winter blocks are here and
is

EVERY HAT IS RIGHT
We don't sell Hats that'll disappoint you. If you buy your Hats here, you
will save Hat troubles and save hat money.

almon

Abousleman

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Dry Goods, Clothing and Notions.
J

J J &

J Jt

j

j jt

weeks' trip east, during which they
me sr.. .uouis wona s u air ana
jt visitea
New
York
MENTION
PERSONAL
City.
J I
B. Manby, of the firm of Manby &
J.
t3&
rf jt a$t jt
at j5
arrived in the
Rayner, of Trinidad,
Mrs. Francisco Baca y Sandoval, has city last evening and went to Estancia
arrived here from Union County to join this morning on sheep business.
11 er nusoana.
;
General Manager W. S. Hopewell, of
L. M. Rutherford, of Minneapolis, the Albuquerque Eastern, who has
Minnesota, has arrived in the city and been in Albuquerque on railroad busi
will spend the winter at Sunmount.
ness, arrived in town at noon today,
J. W. Fairfield, of Dixon, manager of
Arthur Anders, of East Rutherford,
the Green Mountain Copper Company, New Jersey, is desirous of locating
was in the capital today on business.
here permanently and has asked for
M. C. de Baca, accommodations
Representative-Elec- t
at Sunmount Tent
of Leonard Wood County, arrived in City.
the city last evening on official busiSolicitor General George W. Prich
ness.
ard left this morning for White Oaks,
A. F. Williams, of the Valle Ranch, where he will look after business in
on the Pecos, was in Santa Fe today terests until the latter part of the
visiting friends and purchasing sup- week.
plies.
CelsQ Baca, a well known citizen of
Mrs. L. A. Gordon, of Seattle, Wash- Santa Rosa, Leonard Wood County,
ington, has arrived in the city and ex and who has property interests in this
pects to take up her residence at
city, was in town today on, a visit to
Tent City.
friends.
President Charles A. Spiess, of the
D. W. Thompson, of Farmiugton, v ho
New Mexico Board of Managers of the has been in the city for the
past ten
Louisiana Purchase Exposition and days in the interest of the San Juan
Mrs. Spiess returned Monday to their County Fruit and Produce Growers'
home in Las Vegas, from a three Association, left this
morning for El
1C

jl jt jt

Sun-mou-

REQUIRES 30 MINUTES
of

Work.

Back-Breaki-

REQUIRES 3 MINUTES

and a 'Universal" Bread Maker.

(ASK YOUR WIFE.)

(ASK YOUR NEIGHBOR.)
The New Way is Simple, Sure and Sanitary and the "Universal" Bread Machine
is the Acme of the Labor-SaveArt.
SOLD BY
rs'

The

1'.

(I.

mcKenzie

mare Store

Paints, Oils, Gfass, Qaeensware,

Plom&ng and Tinning,
Stoves and Ranges.

249-251-25- 3

San Francisco

been falling in this section during the
past three days and nights. It started
raining and. snowing Saturday mornin;
and continued until yesterday.
While the snow here has melted very
fast. in the mountains and the higher
country," it must undoubtedly be four
or five feet deep and in many places
much deeper.
Reports from the cattle sections
state that the storm will not hurt the
cattle to any extent but on the contrary will greatly benefit the ranges,
as water of any kind is a great benefit.

THE FASTEST
FREIGHT RECORD

Street.
Santa

Fe :: N. M.

1903.

From Kansas City to Santa Fe in Four
f
and
Days Via Rock Island and Santa Fe Central
Routes.
One-Hal-

Paso. While here Mr. Thompson
made arrangements with several local
merchants to handle the famous San
For some weeks past General Maiv
Juan apples and his trip to El Paso is ager S, B. Grimshaw, of the Santa Fe
for the same purpose.
Central jlailway, has been at work to
Mrs. Frank W. Parker, who has been establish a fast freight service between
on a visit to Socorro, where Judge Kansas City and Santa Fe via the Chi
Parker is holding court, returned on cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad,
the noon train on the Santa Fe from the El f&so & Northeastern Railway
the south.
and the Santa Fe Central Railway.
Territorial Superintendent of Public That hs has been successful in doing
Instruction Amado Chaves, returned so, is established by the following let
yesterday from Valencia County, ter, which should be read by every
where he has been on official business merchant and business man here and
which explains itself:
connected with the public schools.
Dr. T. P. Martin, of Taos, who spent "To the Editor of the. New Mexican :
"Regarding the inauguration of
the past few days here on business and
purcnasmg unristmas gifts, was a fast freight line from Kansas City, I
north bound passenger on the Denver beg to advise that Rocki Island car
150331 left. Kansas City on the night of
& Rio Grande Railroad this forenoon.
Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn Novertfbef 30th with merchandise for
will leave the east this week and is ex- Santa Fe, arrived at Torrance December 3d, arrived at Santa Fe December
pected in Santa Fe Sunday. He has
f
been visiting his mother at Portcbe&t- 4th, making the time three and
days, Kansas City to Torrance,
er, Long Island, for the past few weeks,
four and one half days to Santa Fe.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere return
"This is a remarkable record and I
ed last evening from a stay of several will be
glad if the merchants of Santa
days in Torrance County, where he at- Fe could know what we are
doing to
tended to business connected with
out.
them
help
landed property in the vicinity of Es
"I am very anxious to increase the
tancia.
tonnage on these cars. You understand
Judge Henry L. Waldo, solicitor of that
leave Kansas City on Monthe Santa Fe Railway System in New day they
and Friday and
Wednesdays
Mexico, left Las Vegas Monday for come
on a fast freight withthrough
Kansas City, Missouri, and will spend out transfer! This i.a a
very fine arthe holidays with his family in the latand the time is quicker
rangement
ter city.
than by any competing line.
I. W. Dwire, farmer in charge of the
"Yours truly,
"S. B. GRIMSHAW,
Taos Pueblo, after attending to offiAssistant to President and General
cial business with Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, of the United States
Manager."
Indian Industrial School in this city,
returned to his post of duty today.
Advertise In the New Mexican and
Judge John R. McFie returned last you will increase your business.
night from St. Louis, where he went
to see hU son; Ralph, who left the Ex"THE CLUB
position City yesterday in charge of
resort for gentlemen. The
a part of the Philippine Exhibit and best
can buy purity
money
goods
he will sail for Manila the latter part
"Uncle Sam." Fine
by
guaranteed
your
of this week.
,
Cigars and Tobacco.
J. E. Keach, of the Bureau of For
estry, Washington-- , D. C, returned last
evening from a visit to the Upper Pe ing. If
satisfactory can
cos region and is registered at the be made arrangements
she will live at Sunmount and
Claire. He is engaged in making ex attend1' Loretto
Academy. Gibson &
periments in the growth, etc., of yellow DcfwV proprietors of the Tent City, are
pine in this vicinity.
negotiating with Dr. Mangham to this
Dr. J. N. Mangham, of Gainesville, end. The management of Sunmount
Georgia, desires that hi3 daughter hereafter proposes to set forth in Its
should live in this climate and espec advertising matter the advantages to
ially that she adopt tent mode of liv-- , be obtained at Loretto Academy.
one-hal-

Ask your doctor, then do

as he says

If he tells you to take Ayer's Cherry Pectoral for your throat
cough or bronchial trouble, then take It. If he has anything
better, then take that. Only get well as soon as you can.
n1nvs or nlwnve sn rfnnrfrnnc in lnniv trnuh1e

HOlgE of the

CITY,

want the latest in Dress Goods go to

If you

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
want a new and stylish Jacket, go to

If you

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
If you

want a Skirt that looks well and fits well go to

SELIGMAN BROS CO.
want Shoes that wear,

If you

go to

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
If you

want a suit that is

up-to-da-

go to

te,

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.
want Hosiery that will wear, go to

If you

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.

N. M., Dec. 7. One of
They're made in fancy Scotch fabrics, blacks, and in new shades of covert cloths. Silver City,snow
storms for years has
Artistic shoulders, full of style swing that stamps a cleverly tailored garment the heaviest

....

INCORPORATED

Vice President of the Morning Journal
Company, of Albuquerque, Dies
in Los Angeles.

Our Top Coats have the right of way at this season with HEAVY SNOW
AT SILVER CITY
swell dressers.
Every well dressed man must have a Fall Top Coat.
Greatly Benefit the Ranges Cat
We are showing the swellest Top Coats made, not so Will tie
Did Not Suffer From the
Storm.
short as to look freakish, just short enough to look real
swell.
Special to the New Mexican.
Silk Lined Coats
Serge Lined Coats

1856.

If you need Carpets, Rugs, Linoleums, Trunks Etc.,

SELIGMAN BROS CO.

I

goto

WHOLESALE AJfD RETAIL.
'Phone: 36.

P. 0. Box: 219.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
NEW CASES FOR
SUPREME COURT FINE MILLINERY
Writ of Error and San Miguel County Em
bezzlement Cases Docketed This
Morning.

The following cases have been
docketed in the office of Jose D. Sena,
clerk of the supreme court.
No. l')G9 Alexander M. Henry versus
H. B. Cartwright; writ of error; Santa
Fe County.
No. 1070 Territory versus Edward
Hale; embezzlement; appealed from San
Miguel Countv.

Also Materials and Designs
for Fancy Work Always
on Hand.
Just Received New Assortmt of
Stamped I4nen Novelties Suitable for the Coming

HOLIDAYJEASON
IISS A. IUGLER
Milliner
Iamy Corner, Southeast of Plaza.

There is no other such deal
ing m
tea

baking-powde-

colTee

flavoring extract

r

pica
oda

as Schilling's Best; no other
such goods; the goods account
for the tiling.
"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE."
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
every bottle of whisky sold at the
"Club." Goods bought in bond only.
None better at any place or at any
price.

If you wish to make iuick sales yon
will hara to advertise your wares.

A LIBERAL

In order to encourage outside business in the way of mall orders, we of
fer to prepay all express charges on
goods ordered from us during this
month. We carry the largest an best
assorted stock of men's and boys'
clothing, hats, shoes and furnishing
Our prices
goods in the southwest.
are no higher than those asked by
eastern houses and we would like to
have a trial order from you for anything you may need in our line.
SIMON STERN,
The R. R. Avenue Clothier, Albuquerque, N. M.

The New Mexican Printing
will do your job work with
and dispatch,

San Francisco St.

s. Kaune
. We

OrFER.

Con:-pan- y

neat-les- s

Telephone 26.

& Qq

are now receiving

BOOTH'S BALTIMORE OYSTERS
AND

FANCY DRESSED POULTRY
Every Wednesday and Friday
Now have a

full line of

FARINACEOUS GOODS
Another carload of.

SAN LUIS VALLEY POTATOES
FRESH CELERY EVERY MORNING.

it
IRELAND'S PHARMACT
-

V

tl
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WANTED MAN

The train from ihe south and west on
the Santa Fe was reported two hours

Confined in the Peniten
tiary Awaiting Transfer to Denver

ate today.
Lost, a lady's gold watch, hunting
case, with pearl chain attached. Finder please leave at New Mexican office
and receive reward.
J. H. McAdoo has resigned as traveling freight agent of the Santa Fe Central and has returned to Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania, his former home.
Read the advertisement
of Jacob
Weltmer in today's Issue and call on him
for holidays goods. He has received
and unpacked just what you were looking for.
The sui, came out bright today and
the snow melted rapidly bet ire Its warm KSade
from pure
of
rays. As a result the streets and walks
were quite sloppy and walking was
derived from
made very unpleasant.
PRtOE BAKING POWDER CO.
Don't fail to attend the sale given by
CHICAGO.
the Aid Society of the Presbyterian
tochurch at the home of Mrs. Haines,
morrow afternoon, commencing at 2:30
U. 8 WEATHER BUREAU NOTES
o'clock. Besides fancy articles there
Forecast for New Menlco: Fair to
will be all kinds of dolls for
inlcrHf. n.nrl Th
ll 1rlQ U
with
-....... EiaHnnami
.,
i
oiiiiiuuai.
J
"""""M
T1.IJ.
Lord
onu.
unuo
Browns,
temDerature.
i'aunueroys,
Groom, baby dolls In long dress, etc.
Yesterday the tiermometer registered
as follows: Maximim temperature, 31
Refreshments will also be served.
at 3:10 p. m.; minimum. 9
degrees,
staFair tonight and Thursday, with
degrees, at 3:50 a. m. The mean
tionary temperature is the forecast temperature for the 24 hours was 20 de
issued today by the U. S. Weather ' grees. Relative humidity, 80 per cent.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 20
Bireau. Yesterday the thermometer
egress.
torn- follows:
as
Maximum
registered
pr srature at 2:10 p. m. 31 degrees; mln-- ,
rates for wines, liquors and cl
a. m. 9 de- imum temperature at 3:.-gars at st Elmo club
grees; mean temperature for the 24
hours 20 degrees; relative humidity 80
GOO Men Wanted
To
outside of
per cent. The temperature at. 6 a. m. some of those delicious get
at the
oysters
today was 20 degrees.
Bon Ton.

x vtojv

I EM

mm

tartar

Holds Fire

JURRENS MUCH

FIffy Years fha Standard

MINOR CITY TOPICS

grapes.

I

sale-Bust-

Accused of Serious Felonies.

Maurine Jurrens the man who has
just completed serving a term of two
years in the Territorial penitentiary
will be taken to Denver some time this
week to stand trial for fraudulent use
of the United States mails. According
to the post office Inspectors in that
city there are several serious charges
against Jurrens and it is expected that
he will be tried the second week in
January.
Jurrens' wife i3 the principal witness
against him but she states that she will
not appear against him and the au
thorities are having no little trouble
with her, as they are powerless to com
pel her to do so. She is atpresentinDen
ver and as no subpoena can be ob
tained until January 14, the inspectors
are having trouble in trying to keep
her from leaving the city, which she
has threatened to do.
The charges against Jurrens, in ad.
dition to defrauding, are also several

36 Honrs

SSS

WILSOIT

3II-AT1- SI

Does it with ordinary soft coal or hard coal. This stove is the ideal heater, b?cse
the fire is never oot, the rooms are heated evenly, and, best of all, it tfses less co- t- Ukaa
other stoves. In fact, we warrantee it to save
in foel over any lower SaSt
stove same size. WILSON HEATER will burn briskly in the morning, with coal
r
in evening before, simply open draft.
DON'T PUT UP WITH YOUR OLD STOVE ANOTHER YEAR
one-thir- d

It's false economy.

WILSON HEATER saves its cost in feel every year ana rfves
most satisfactory heat. It is cleanjy and sold mder positive guarantee.
If yoo enjoy the laxory of dressing in warm rooms without the necessity of fefrttfiwr
new fires, try the
T

EC1 JTBE!

WILSO--

New goods

are being received in all Departments and' arc beinf
offered at prices that will move them.

for forgery. He is charged with swind
ling the aged parents of Mrs. Jurrens,
who live at Soldier, Kansas, out of
in
$150 and to get the money he forged
purchashis wife's name to the draft, after
us
which he left town with another wo
man. It was for this that he was ar
rested at Albuquerque and sentenced
to the penitentiary.
The authorities also believe that
they can convict him of bigamy. Uni
ted States Marshal C.?M. Foraker, of
Albuquerque, was In Denver over a
month ago and saw Mrs. Jurrens in the
office of the post office inspectors and
Host
Guns and Ammunition
he told the inspectors at the time that
she was not the woman who had vis.
7
ited Jurrens at the penitentiary and press business on the said line of railWANTED A girl for plain cooking.
For fine liquors, cigars, etc., tele- claimed
to be his wife.
way and to operate telegraph and tel- Apply Catron residence.
phone No. 6.
phone lines. The principal place of
business will be at Albuquerque and
the term of existence will be for 50
M
years. The termini of the road will be
at or near the city of Albuquerque,
where the road will connect with the
To Be Erected In New Mexico at Once Albuquerque Eastern and at a point in
the county of San Juan on the dividing
Santa Fe May Be Selected as
line between Colorado and New Mexithe Site.
co, where the road will connect with
call
the
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 7. The beautiful the Colorado, New Mexico & Gulf RailEstimated length of the railway,
temple of Fraternity at the Louisiana way.
it is
it. You naturally
Purchase Exposition at St. Louis, built 200 miles. The capital stock $G,000,-00in shares of $100 each, of which
at a cost of $63,000 is to be torn down
nervous
and transported to New Mexico, where $200,000 had been actually subscribed.
it will be rebuilt by the National Fra Ten per cent of the capital stock subdisease.
ternal Sanitarium for Consumptives scribed, $20,000, has been paid to T.
sociation.
The association, which Lee 'Clark, who has been appointed
will
is composed of some of the most prom treasurer of the corporation.
inent men in Missouri and the middle
you it is your liver. A slug
west, is now considering four sites for
the sanitarium. One of these is Silver
circulaMARKET REPORT.
gish liver means a
City, another near Albuquerque, still
a disa congested
another near Santa Fe, and a fourth
MONS .' AND METAL.
near Santa Rosa.
New York. Dec. 7. Monev on cal',
Will Donate the Land.
stomach,
3;
Prime mer4j peri cent.
Mayor A. R. Gibson this afternoon strongcantile paper 4
per cent. Silver
bowels.
authorized the New Mexican to state 59
.
that the management of Sunmount
New' Fork, December 7 - Copper and
are liver
Tent City and the patrons of this pop- lead quiet and unchanged.1
ular resort ivould donate 600 acres of
GHAIN.
liver. You will
on
act
land or as much more a3 might be nec
Chicago.. December 7. Close. Wheat
essary, for the location of the sanitar Dec. 108; May 1103.
a few nights. Your indi.
only one each night
ium in this city.
Corn, Dec. 4o; May, 44 k
Dec. 28
; May 30.
Oats,
will quickly
gestion
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
OFFICIAL
Dec. 511.35; Mav 812 90.
MATTERS.
Made by the J. O. Ayr Co., Lowell, Kali.
Pork,
AUo mufhoturari of
Lard, Dec. 80.80; May 87 07K-BibAYER'S CHERRY PBCTOKAI For con.-- f.
the hair.
AYER'S HUB VIGOR-F- or
Jan. 80.5205.55: May, 6.723.
AYER'S AGUB CURB-F- ot
For the blood.
malaria andafue.
AYER'S
WOOL MARKET.
Certificate of Election Sent.
A certificate of election as delegate
St. Louis, Mo., December 7
Woo'.
to the Fifty-nint7.
Catron. Blocls
Congress from the nominal ani unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 21
Territory of New Mexico has been
One medium, 17
IS; tine, 16
mailed.' to' William
H. Andrews, at
O 17.
"STO-ST- TZ
Territorial
AMOT.CTURM OF
the
Secretary
Pittsburg by
..,, STOCK MARKETS.
as a result of the official canvass of
New York, Dec. 7. Closing stocks,
the Territorial vote.
102 Hi New York
Atchison
85; pfd.,
Public Funds Received.
Central, 138;
Pennsylvania,
136;
DEALER IN
The following public funds have been Southern Pacific, 03 '4; Union Pacific,
received in the office of the Teiritor 111; pfd., 95; U. S. Steel, 29; pfd.,
Batches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted Ctfcs.
ial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn : .
91.
New Stock of Books, Toilet Articles, Toys, Dolls,
LIVE STOCK.
Perfecto Esquibel, treasurer and col
wk a iMcUItp.
Repairing of Am w tenet ani Jwfa
of
for
taxes
Rio
Arriba
lector
Mo.
Decern
County,
oer
7.
Kansas
Cattle
City,
GOODS
Games, Souvenir Goods, Etc., Etc
111
FlLIGKn It IHOLLUU cS t
IIBIil
C2X) 1C3
I
1903, $70.71; taxes for 1904, $22.46; steady to 10 cents higher.
Native steers, 83.50
taxes for 1904, $2,999.88.
80.50; South
247
Sen
CL
Franckot
em steers, 92.50
94.75; Souther1"
Articles of Incorporation.
83.25; native cows and
The following articles of incorpora cows, 81.75
85.00; Stockers and
heifers, 81.75
tion have been filed in the office of feeders,
82.50
81.15; bulls, 82.00
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds: $4.00; calves, 83.00
86.25; western
The Durango, Albuquerque & Gulf steers, 83 00
J. 8. CANDELARIO
85.00; western cows,
301 San Francisco St.
83.50.
Railway Company. Incorporators and 81.75
Sheep market strong and active.
directors for the first three months
Muttons,' 84 00 (4 85 00: lambs, 84.50
We have fust received
car load at
are: Francis J. Torrance and Arthur
8 1 75;
85.00; Range wethers, 84 00
and
Wholesale
Retail Dealer In
Kennedy, of Pittsburg, T. Lee Clark, Ewes, 83.50
84 25.
.
of Allegheny, William H. Andrews, of
Chicago, December 7. Cattle market
Albuquerque, and W. S. Hopewell, of 10 lower.
Good to prime steers, 85.90 & 87 25;
And will be pleased to show you through our estafclishiaejfc,
Hilsboro. The object of the company
85.80; stockers
Is to construct, equip, own, acquire by poor to medium, S3 65
Goods sold on easy payments
and feeder, 83 25 84 10; cows 81 40
otherof
lease
purchase,
consolidation,
J2.00
10;
canners,
85.00;
heifers,.
Our stock Is the largest in the city and we are
30 ft 82 40, bulls. 83 00
a 84 00;
wise, and to operate and maintain a
adding goods every day.
87 00; western steers,
line or lines of railroad and telegraph, cahei, S3 50
85.00.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
beginning at ' a point at or near the 83.50
lambs strong.
Sheep
Of
After you have visited other stores and obtained
and
city
Albuquerque
extending Good tosteady,
choice
85.15;
wethers, 84.40
thence in a northwesterly direction by fair to choice mixed,
prices, call on us and get our pricesl
83.50
84.35;
the most practicable and convenient western sheep, 83.01
85.00; native
route In the counties of Bernalillo, San- lambs, 84.50 f$ 86.25; western lamb?,
We are here to stay. We are not closing out doval, McKinley, Rio Arriba and San 84.50 ' 86.10.
Also has very larjestarifc
stock, bat increasing; it every day. This is the Juan, to a point on the boundary line
The Denver & Rio Grande has an
oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe. between New Mexico and Colorado,
there to
with the southerly nounced cheap rates to St. Louis and
of New and Second
P. O. BOX 340 We like the business and you will always find us at terminus ofconnect
the Colorado, New Mexico return via Denver, Colorado Springs
the OI,D STAND ready to please you.
& Gulf Railway on the line and route or
Stoves, Stove
Pueblo, with stopovers at Kansas
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets, Pottery and Curios, als as located by the chief engineer of City. For
&
G.
D.
R.
see
particulars
etc., etc.
,
ftelics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beauti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 34 ' this company; aUo to conduct an ex agents""
y

t--

Bargains

Wagons to close

out present stock

Before making your
over
es, look

n.

i

SELLING OUT AT COST

SANITARIUM FOR

CONSUMPTIVES

What! Another
dizzy spell?

"Vertigo"

doctors
brain
fear
prostration,

trouble,
heart
But your doctor

ordered

DRY

They

new line of underwearand shoes
which has been on the road has just
arrived and will be offered at cost.
Come early and get the best pick
as they will go fast. The Stock is
large and you cannot fail to find
what you need.
A

'

,

Ayer's Pills
the
directly
for
and biliousness

GOODslp

GENT'SFURNISHINGS

tell

poor
brain,
constipated

tion,

Wits. John Kotiry is closing mst
he entire stock of

pills.
need

disappear.

LADIES' WINTER HATS

LA

Santa Fe

h

oods
Holiday
NOW OPEN

I . . JACOB WELTMER

EE. O.

Mexican Filigree Jewelry

$

. .

DAVID S. LOWITZEO

THE OLD CURIO STORE

a

Indian and

lexican

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS

Curios

Call and see his czv?

line of Iron Beds at
very low price.
Fipv

"

EwytMifflg usually earned in a fffesfrdass
e taMisltaeiat nanay fee ffoifiid at

an?

up to date drag

Santa Fc New Mexican, Wednesday, December 7, 904.
FIGHT FOR RIO GRANDE

BAD BREATH

Continued From First Page.

I had Brest trouble with my stomach
"Forroon-h- s
and used all kinds of medicines. My tongue has
been actually as green as gran, my breath having
had odor. Two weeks aeo a friend recommended
I can willingly and
after using themOTltlrOlV
Cascareta and
ClII-e- (
can thnt thov
h.vfl
I shall recommend
know
that
thorefore
you
let
Ii
n ...nnln
im .nnh ..vn.lhlA..
Chas. H. Ealpun.lOS Rlvfngton St., New York, NT.

IOTCOHPCXA.TEDI

H. B, Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Gram, Floor and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
fBOMFT ATTENTION OIVKN MAH. ORDERS.

FE, N. M.

SANTA

S'SSv

euro indications of some form of stomach
will
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don't take calomel orquinine both are dangerous
A

.

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
put
regularly will forestall headaches,
the digestive organs in perfect condioff
head
headaches,
biliousness,
tion,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRY IT
All DrugSlsts,
50c a. Bottle.
TO-DA- Y.

For Sale by FISCHER

DRUG CO.,

Santa

T

International dam, which contemplates
only the irrigation of 55,000 acres of
land, would be owned jointly by two
nations.
Vastly Favorable to Engle Dam.
The following Is a summary of the
recently
results of an investigation
held by a board of consulting engineers on the designs and estimates for
the proposed International and Engle
dams:
1. The proposed Engle reservoir
has a capacity of two million acre feet,
as against about half a million acre
feet that can be provided by the proposed International reservoir at El
Paso.
2. The Engle Reservoir will furnish for irrigation six hundred thousand feet of water per annum, while
the International will furnish only one
hundred and eighty thousand acre
feet.
3. The Engle will lose no water by
overflow, while the International will
waste a very large part of the inflow.
4. With a given amount of water
the Engle will present only one-hathe surface for evaporation that will
be presented by the International.
will accumulate
5. Silt deposits
with almost double rapidity in the International as in the Engle.
6. The Engle reservoir is deep and
narrow, while the International reser
voir is wide and shallow; any process
of sluicing out mud will be nine times
as efficient in the former as in the lat-

ffFfiX
SL

CAN BY CATHARTIC

.

ALLEN'S
LVNG

BALSAM

ter.

7.

the

:

t.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

SASH

-

DOORS

CERRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
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d,

n

.
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18
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The New Mexican can dn nrintine
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor:" Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

CARDS.

Attorney at Law.

have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the west.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
Phone 66.

SOCIETIES.

:

:

:

:

New Mexico

Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGE
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday tr
each month at Masonia
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Not.cs for Public -- tion.
Attorney-at-Law- ,
(Homestead Entry No 5337.)
Santa Fe, N. M.
Drpaktmnt of theN.Intiskiob.
M.. Nov. 3. If 04. Office
Santa Fe.
Sena Block.
Paiaca At
Notioeis hereby sriven that he following
named settler has filed notice of his Intention
to make final proof in support of his olaim
WILLIA vI H. H. LLEWELLYN,
and that said proor win oe miiuo uoiu
Attorney-at-Law- .
or receiver at Santa Fe. N. M., on
Deo. 13, 1W)4, viz: Juan Koibal Jr. forthesw!4
Las
New Mexico,
17
Cruces,
IS.
section
se!4.
sw!4
township
se!4,
ne'4, n's
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
north range 12 east. He names the following
residence
continuous
his
to
witnesses
prove
viz: Santiago Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties
upon cultivntlon of said land,Roibal
far., Nes- Third Judicial District
Lujan Faustino Ortiz, Juan
tor Koibal, all of Pecos, N. M.
MaNUEL it. uibku, negisuir.
Fight Will Be Bitter.
Those who persist in closing their
ears against the continual recommendation of Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, will have a long and bit
ter, fight with their troubles, ir not
ended earlier by fatal termination.
Read what T. R. Beall, of Beall, Miss.,
has to say: "Last fall my wife had every symptom of consumption. She
took Dr. King's New Discovery after
everything else had failed. Improve
ment came at once and lour Douies
cured her. Guaranteed by Fischer
Drug Co. Price 50c and $1. Trial bot
tles free.

19

5

EUGENE A. F1SKB,
Attorney and Counselor at La
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

crovf

Thar Frt

7

13

MAX. FROST,

GHS

f lies Wed

4

Attorneys at Law.

Santa Fe

j
'

LUMBER

ntj.i.l

Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 596
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES

J

to

.

Never Sicken. Weaken or Gripe, 10c, 25c, 60c. Never
sold In bulk. The genuine tablet stamped COO.
Guaranteed to cure or your money back.

4m

MfipD

T

PROFESSIONAL

The Engle reservoir will store
entire flow of the river
without waste and with a minimum
evaDoration and will prevent disas
To route your ticket via the Burlington
trous floods along the valley occupied
NEW sHORF LINE between Kansas City
by several important towns and by the
and St. Louis.
Santa Fe Railway, while the Interna
tional reservoir will waste the water
ESTBOUND SCHEDULE.
by overflew, present conditions produc
NO. 28
NO. 24
NO. 22
NO. 18
ing a maximum of evaporation, regu
PILY.
DULY.
DAILY.
DAILY.
late no floods above El Paso, cover
25,000 acres of good- land near El Paso
8 oo am
lo.ao am
ii.oopm
g.iopm
In. Sacsas CHy
and make marsh land of 15,000 more
3
217 am
255 pm
'12 24 pm
Iuk Kfc-aacres above it and produce unsanitary
'
am
6.59 am
6.21 pm
&s Sfc Louis
conditions at El Paso.
4.50pm
8. The International dam proposes
WESTBOUND SCHEDULE.
to destroy 40,000 acres of good land
immediately north of El Paso, in order
NO. 31
NO. 23
NO. 21
NO. 17
to irrigate about 55,000 acres below El
DAILY.
DAILY.
DAILY.
DAILY.
Paso; while the Engle reservoir pro
11
poses to irrigate the 40,000 acres of
01
2
am
9.0G
02pm
pm
lac St Louis
g.iopm
land that the other would destroy and
2.55 am
5.23 pm
I,32am
IV
I02pm
to irrigate 50,000 acres below El Paso,
am
am
6.50
7.45
600 pm
9 45pn
9n 5bras City
and in addition to irrigate 90,000 acres
above in New Mexico., a total of 180,Glad to have you write me.
000 acres all of which is tributary to
El Paso.
Plenty of Irrigable Land.
U
A study of the water supply of, the
Rio Grande, as measured at San MarTicket Office, 1039 17th St.
cial, regulated by the proposed Engle
dam, shews that 600,000 acre feet of
F. VALLERY, General
water could have been drawn from the
DENVER
reservoir, and this is used, as a basis
for estimating the future duty. At a
feet in
rate of three and one-thir- d
depth for irrigation, the water would
serve 180,000 acres; the surveys show
irrigable land about as follows:
40,000 acres
Above Penasco Rock
Penasco Rock toTexas line, 70,000 acres
In Texas, above El Paso ..20,000 acres
In Texas, below El Paso . .70,000 acres
According to the above figures the
Engle dam would furnish water to 110,
All Kinds of Building Material.
000 acres of land In New Mexico, and
20,000 acres in Texas, or a total of
FIT
YOUR
STOVE
CUT
TO
AND
DRY
EXTRA
2CRBD STOVE WOOD
130,000 acres of land above El Paso,
and a surplus of water sufficient for
50,000 acres which could be emptied
Delivered to any part of the City.
into the river for use below El Paso.
Seven Million Dollar Project.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
cost of the project, including the
The
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.
reservoir and all diversion works and
above El Paso, is estimated at
?ttea 35Santa Fe Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos, N. M canals
17,200,000, or $40 per acre on 180,000
acres. This is less than the value of
irrigated land in this valley. The item
of cost is the dam; this will require
HEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
about 300,000 barrels of cement, a large
KOSWKLL, NtSW
amount cf machinery, gates, etc., enOF
MEXICO
SCHOOL
NEW
MILITARY
tailing a very heavy outlay for freight,
TIE
The irrigable land is already tapped
Established and Supported by the Territory.
by the Santa Fe Railway System. The
Engle reservoir, by absolutely regulatSOCMEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern Coing the flow of the Rio Grande will pre
and
modern
and
all
equipments
furnishings
llages. Saw buildings,
vent floods which this fall, for instance
all conveniences.
baths, watsr-workcaused vast damage in the valley.
p3ETON, BOARD and LAUNDRY, S200 per session. Session Is
each.
weeks
of
terms
thirteen
ftjr
A Costly Mist ':e.
well- XOSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Blunders are sometimes very expen
sive. Occasionally life itself is the
38CENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea
price of a mistake, but you'll never be
wrong if you take Dr. King's New Life
Ml X. A. Cahoon
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Supt.
Rs particulars address
Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Head
ache, Liver and Bowel troubles. They
are gentle, yet thorough. 25c at the
Fischer Drug Co.'s.
ca

For

The Dowels

1904 December. 1904

lf

1

Ask the Ticket Agent

Best

Js

if

Head About to Burst From Severe Bil
ious Attack.
"I had a severe bilious attack and
felt like my head was about to burst
when I got hold of a free sample of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. I took a dose of them after supper and the next day felt like a new
man and have been feeling happy ever
since," says Mr. J. W. Smith of Juliff,
Texas. For biliousness, stomach troubles and constipation these Tablets
have no equal. Price 25 cents. For
sale by all druggists.

SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regula
convocation second Monday in each month at Ma
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H, ,
ARTHUR SBLIGMAN, Secretary.

CHAS. F. EA3LEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, u. M.
Land and mining business a specialty

SANTA FH COMMANDER!
No. 1, K. T. Regular eoa- ?iave fourth Monday In each
ey"8
month at Masonic Hall af
7:30 p. m.
W. R. PRICE, E. C.
Recorder.
W.
B.
GRIFFIN,
Su

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Yr&

Practices in the District and
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
K. OF I.
tentlon given to all business.
District Attorney for the Countlet
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Sai 8ANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evJuan. Santa Fe, N. M.
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gasper
EDWARD C. WADB,
Avonue
and Water Street Visiting
Attorney-at-Law- .
Knights
given a cordial welcome.
Practices In all the courts.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
PRINTING
LEGISLATIVE
BIDS FOR
"Mining cases and mineral patent
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, K R. 8.
1905.
a specialty."
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
NEW MEXICO
LAS CRUCES,
Territory of New Mexico,
Office of Secretary.
I. O. O. P.
Santa Fe, N. M., December 6, 1904.
FRANK W. CTjANCT,
a
Bids in triplicate accompanied by
Attorney-at-LaSANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. ft
bond in the sum of $500 for printing (District Attorney 2d Judicial District) Meets every Friday evening in Odd
bills and the laws and journals in book
Practices Jin the District Courts anc Fellows Hall, San Francisco straet
form for the 36th Legislative Assembly the Supreme Court of the Territory, al Visiting brothers welcome.
of New Mexico, to order through-thGEO. W. KNAEBEL, N.
ro before the United States SupreBM
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
secretary, will Ye received at thi3 of- Court in Washington.
fice until 3 o'clock p. m., December
20th, 1904, at which time they will be
opened in the presence of the bidders.
All work to be done at Santa Fe under the personal supervision of the secretary Specification., samples of pa
per, etc., may be seen at this office.
The right Is reserved to reject any or
J. W. RAYNOL.DS,
all bids.
Secretary of New Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE

- - NEW MEXICO

E. P. O. ELKS.

A. B. RENBHAN,

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.K
Holds its regular session on th
DiatrM
and
Practices la the Supreme
and fourth Wednesdays ei
second
Court. Mining and Land Law a special each mouth.
Visiting brothers are In,
Pal
8
Sena
Bulldiag
ty. Rooms and 9,
welcome.
and
vited
ace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
A. L. MORRISON, oR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
Attorney-at-La-

w.

OSTEOPATHY

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN,
Frightened Horse.
down
the
mad
street,
like
WHEELON.
Running
DR. CHARLES A.
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5 I. O. TL. M.
dumping the occupants, or a hundred
Osteopath.
meets
other accidents, are every day occurAvenue.
103
every Thursday eve at OdI
Palace
No.
rences. It behooves everybody to have
treats acute and chronl Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
Successfully
a reliable salve handy and there's none diseases without drugs or medicines.
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
as good as Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
No Charge for Consultation.
A.
Chief of Records.
P.
18S
HOGLE,
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema and Piles,
m.
Phone
p.
m.,
Hours:
disappear quickly under its soothing effect. 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259, FRA
A

.

2-- 5
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DENTISTS

TERNAL

Notice for Publication.
DR. C. N. LORD,
(Homestead Entry No. .414.)
Offlca, Kahn Block, over Bpltz' Jewelrj
Uepaktment of th Interiob.
t..n nfflnn at Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov. 12, 1904. Store. South Side of Plaza.
Notice is hereby given that the following

nama

aottlnr

tiAa

fllnrl notice of his inten

of his
tion to make linal proof in support
claim, and that, said proof will be madee. be
n.
at
or
Santa
reoeiver
fore the register
M
on Dec 22d. 1904, viz: Fells Kodriguez
IS
north,
for the sw&. section 22, township
names the following witrange ll east Hehis
continuous residence
nesses to prove
upon and cultivation of said land, viz: Jose
Abeyta, Irineo Kodriguez, David Rodriguez,
Miguel Bai'bero all of Santa Fe, N. M
Manuel R. Otebo, Register,
.

Civil Engineers

&

Surveyors

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Sngineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

All legal blanks at the New Mexican.

G. A. COLLINS,

RECTOR OF ST. LUKE'S,

Civil

Santa Fe

and Irrigation Engineer,

Surveying and Mapping.
Ashburnham, Ontario, Testifies to the
Estimates Furnished.
Good Qualities of Chamber112 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.
lain's Cough Remedy.

UNION OF AMERICA

Regular meetings firr and third
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
p. m., Knights
Pythias Hall, Don
Avenue.
Visiting fraters
Gaspar
J. S. CANDELARIO,
welcome.
P. J. MARTIN,
Fraternal Master.
H. S. LUTZ,
Secretary,
Treasurer.

Ripe

and

Jewelry Mannfactarini Co.

M.

sea-leve-

Maxwell

lands with perpetual water right are now being offer
of forty acre and upward. Price of land with ps-- r
water rights froml-- 7 to
per aere, according to location. Paf-- I
otca)
Zmmm
be made in ten year lostellaenU. Alf el fa, grains, fimlU f
kladsy and sugar beets grow to perfection.
terming
3ee
sate i tracts

1

t5

mj

j

xGOLD

-

A1INES.

goal
9m tMe Grant, a boat forty miles west of Springer, N. M.r are the
where Important mineral
districts of ElUabettatown and Bald?,
MM
on
iliMMies Have lately been made. Claims nnlooated ground may be
of the company, which are as
Mfeaafer the miningasregulations
the fj. S. government laws.

aM4Jk

tee

prospector

SbwBMoa, If. M., on this grMt. tr located
and Coke Company, whew
seawsta that
mages for any wishing o work dttflag the
not be successfully
Msmertter
Jrrtiri aad edTerUsIci fratter apply to

IsimeMl

m

.The

do.

VVm&

J"

ef

Maxwell Land 6nvu.T Co
ft ATOM. RED OEXICO

-.
:-

X- -

.

5317.)

DEPAKTMtBI OF THE INIEHIOB,
T.nnH Dffinn nt Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov

Notice is hereby (riven that the follow-Inchas mnd notice of his intent.inn tn make final Droof in SUDPort of his
cluim. and thitt said proof will be made before the register or receiver at Santa Fe.
N. M.. on Dec. 11. 1904. viz: Nestor Koibal
for thn aw. . anntlon 18. townshio 17 north.
range 12 east. He names the following wit
nesses to prove his continuous residence
UDon and cultivation of said land, viz : San
Lujan. raustino Ortiz, JuanBoibal far
tiago JXOIDBI
n. in.
Juan
ir., an or jrecu,
Manuil K. Oieko. Register
1901.

FIRMING LANDS DN02R IRRIGATION SISTEH

.

I

irairoft

Notice for Publication.
(Homestead Entry No.

rmmAfl antt.lAi

Ashburnham,

Ont., April 18, 1903.

I

think it is only right that I shall tell
you what a wonderful effect Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has produced.
The day before Easter I was so distressed with a cold and cough that I
did not think to be able to take any duties the next day. as my voice was almost choked by. the cough. The same
day I received an order from you for a
bottle of your Cough Remedy. I at

once procured a sample bottle, and
took the medicine. To my great relief
the cough and cold had completely disappeared and I was able to preach
three times on Easter Day. I know
that this rapid and effective cure was
due to your Cough Remedy. I make
this testimonial without solicitation,
being thankful to have found such a
Godsent remedy. Respectfully yours,
E. A. LANGFELDT, M. A.,
Rector to St. Luke's Church.
To Chamberlain Medicine Co.
This remedy la for sale by all drug

Bilious Colic Prevented.
Take a double dose.of Chamberlaln'i
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
as soon as the first indication of the gists.
disease appears and a threatened at- When you want a pleasant purgative
i tack may be warded off. Hundreds of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
this
witn
try
in
way
use
the
remedy
people
are easy to take and
perfect success. For sale by all drug- Tablets. They
no
nausea,
griping or other
produce
gIsU
effect For sale by all
'
Have your magazines bound in first druggists.
the
class style for $1.25 per volume, by
Advertise in the New Mexican and
New Mexican Printing Company, San
you will increase your business.
ta Fe, N. M.
-

Stenography

&

Typewriting

MISS M. (ONE BARR,
StenooxaDhv and Typewriting.
Office with R. H. Hanna, Attorney
Phone 66 Griffin Block.

Gold

i Silver Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

ARCHITECTS
HOLT A HOLT.

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kindt GLaughlln Building,
Office.
planned and superintended.
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegaa

Phone'

'

94.

.

Caspar Avenue.

THE

(mutual building

VERE O. WALLINGFORD,

Architect.

&P

LOAN ASSOCIATION

First National Bank Block,

Will assist you to

Albuauerque, N. M

Have your magazines bound in firstclass style for $1X5 per roiume. by the
New Mexican Printing Company, San
'
ta Fe, N. M.
HEART FLUTTERING.

Undleested food and gas in the stom
ach, located just below the heart,
cresses against it and causes heart palcitation. When your heart troubles
vou in that way, take Heroine for
few days. Ton will soon be all right
SO.
Sold by FlBCher Drug Co.
-

.

Don

Own Your Own Home !
Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

The Association has on baud money
to loan on desirable property
1
, For particulars call on r addressP
Qthe secretary.
B..
CRICHTON
i&IVrtn BLOCK,
LVB.H.K.

J.

JUUUU
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.

The Waltz.
'

R

U

Soft la th
of it,

Looking for an absolutely safe investment?
cent Bond will interest You.

Man in

want

Tender
stream;
Sweet, you and I to the lilt and the
of it
swing
Float; I and you, down the maze of a

A 50 per

dream.

These

prevent it

o

Your family ample protection if you die.
GOLD BOND will give this protection

A

MRS, L. A. HARVEY,

Agent.

102Chapelle St., Santa

Santa

FeN.

M

Fe Central Railway System.

via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
Connecting with the B. P. & N. E. and Chichago, Rock Island & Paciffc R. R.
Shortest line out of Santa Fe, or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas City or St. Louis
When you travel take the
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

I

CT

riC

K

cr VAV(

I

INI

IM

I

lIIN

BEST, SAFEST

r

A

vrn

SHORTEST
ROAD
Fine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist car?,
supbert) dining cars,
"BEST ON WHEELS."
Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, El
Paso and all points East.
We also
sell
tickets

TO EUROPE.
via the Cunard Steamship
Line and The Old Domlon
Steamship Company, itnd
to principle cities to or
from Europe.

CONNECTING ALLTHE
GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS
O F

G. H. Colburn, Fred A. Bur-banNew York; Jesse Slaughter, Chicago; B. F. Dorman, Kansas City.
Claire: T. D. Archibald, El Paso;
Thomas J. McBlain, Niagara Falls;
Mrs. S. W. Clarkson and son, Ann Arbor, Michigan; J. B. Manby, Trinidad;
A. A. Knott, J. W. Fairfield, Dixon;
Celso Baca, Santa Rosa; A. L.
and wife, Colorado Springs; A.

Mistaken in His Hand, but He Won
Big Pot.
"Gen. Grant was a skillful player
and very fond of a moderate-size- d
game of poker, and I played with him
In what I think was the last diversion
of his life in the card line," said Ma
W. T. Crandall of St. Louis. "It was
in New York city, and there were five
or six friends gathered around the
table. There were no exciting plays,
for the game was only of the $2.50
limit order. I well recollect, however,
that Gen. Grant won the last pot of
the night, which was also the biggest,
by a very cute play. I opened the pot
next to the dealer on a pair of Jacks,
and every man came in, although, as
afterward developed, none had as good
as my pair. I drew three cards, of
course, and so did all the rest. Nol
having helped my hand, I merely bet
a chip, which was seen and raised the
limit by the general, who was immediately next. All the others laid down
their hands, no one having better tha;i
a small pair, nor did I think it worth
while to call, but surrendered the pot
to Gen. Grant. After he had taken it
in the old hero of Appomattox showed
down his cards, saying: 'Gentlemen.
I had
I made a mistake in my hand.
only a pair of eights here.' Of course,
there was a hearty laugh at my expense, but I joined in it, for I really
was tickled to tee him win the pot
and would not have called even had i
held four Jacks instead of two."
Washington Post.

BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
Fast
Freight
Special
Plump cheeks, flushed with the soft
Line arranged five to six glow of health, and a pure complexion,
so do
days from Chicago, Kansas make all women beautiful, and
Bon Ton.
at
the
luscious
oysters
Louis.
those
St.
and
City

Limited

Hoi-broo- k

presents.

GEN. GRANT AT POKER.

The
Golden State

Palace:

F. Williams, Valle Ranch, Pecos; II.
J. Roy and wife, C. S. Connell and wife,
Wichita, Kansas; J. E. Keach, Washington, D. C; I. G. Muncheon, Fort
Smith, Arkansas.
Bon Ton: Joseph Quinn, El Reno,
space.
Oklahoma; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bell,
Life may have struck on some sorrow Flagstaff, Arizona; D. W. Thompson,
that' shatters it;
Foes may be troubling us, friends prove Farmington.
Normandie: C. M. Humphrey, Albuuntrue;
Realms may be rising or falling; what querque; J. W. Mann, Philadelphia; W
matters it.
Matters it, sweetheart, to me or to M. Fowler, Silver City; Miss May Burr,
you?
Chicago; M. C. de Baca, Conant; J. W.
Now, In this hour let us count not the Moore, Chicago; Clarence Ridgeway.
cost to us;
Time enough after for grief arid re-- - White Oaks.
gret
Now, ere our dream, dear, be lost to us, "COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON"
lost to us,
Dream we awhile you and I and
Marked right on box in gold relief.
Fine cigars. Just the thing for "Xmas"

A

u

around

vanity?
Nothing is real but you, dear, and me.
All I can see is the light of the eyes of
you;
All I can feel is your breath on my
face;
All I can know is the speechless surprise
of you
Tou and me gliding through aeons of

in old age is pitiful

GOLD BOND will

that

us, vague shapes of
humanity,
Close, and dispart, and loom nearer and
flee;
What are they all, dear, but shadow and

CI

2

music and tender tho ring
and soft as tho flcrvtf of a

25

to

box.

"THE CLUB."

Telephone No.

31

Finest equipped Train in the states will be placed m
service December 25, 1904, on improved and
accelerated schedules.

CONSIST
BuffetLibrary Car between Ch cago and Los Angeles.
"
Tourist Slei pi ag Car "

ninirurCar

;

Double Drawing Room.Sleiping Car between Chicago a4
San Fiancisco.
Lcca
io Stction Daub e Drawing Room Sleeping Car between St
and Los Angeles.
Single Drawing Room Sleeping Car between 3 Chicjg
and Kansas City.
Observation Sleeping Car between Chicago ard Los Angeles.
Electric Lights.
Courteous Treatment.

for line printing.

No

(
;

;

Steam Heat.
Extra Fare.

A. N. BROWN.

Genl. Pass. Agt.
Revolution Imminent
A sure sign of approaching revolt
and serious trouble in your system i3
nervousness, sleepless, or stomach upsets. Electric Bitters will quickly dismember the troublesome causes. It
never fails to tone the stomach, regulate the Liver, and clarify the blood.
Run down systems benefit particularly
and all the usual attending aches vanish under its searching and thorough
effectiveness.
Electric Bitters is only
50c, and that is returned if it don't give
perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed by
Fischer Drug Co.
N tice for Publication
(Homestead Entry No. 5,336.)
Department of th Inter'ok.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Nov. 3. lflOl.
Notice is hereby given that the following
named settler has tiled notice of his intention
to make nnal proof in support or bis claim,
and that said proof will bo made before the
Register or Eeceiverat Santa Fe, N. M., on
Dec. 13, 1S04. viz: Juan Koibal Sr., for the

se,

sec. 7. n'A neH. seH ne!4. section 18,
swM
township 17, north, range 12 east. He names
the following witnesses to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said
land, viz: Pdro Ribera. Enrique Kibera.
Nestor Roibal, Juan Koibal Jr., all of Pecos
N. M.

Manubt, B. Otsbo, Registe"

Coughing Spell Caused Death.
"Harry Duckwell, aged 25 years,
choked to death early yesterday morning at his home, in the presence of his
wife and child. He contracted a slight
cold a few days ago and paid but little
attention to it. Yesterday morning he
was seized with a fit of coughing which
continued some time. His wife sent
for a physician but before he could arrive, another coughing spell came on
and Duckwell died from suffocation.
Dec.l, 1901."
St. Louis
Ballard's Horehound Syrup would have
saved him. 25c, 50c and $1.00. Sold
by Fischer Drug Co.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

QJO

CALlEflTE HOT SPRINGS.

l'hese Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Bar-anc- a
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of

these waters has been thorcEgK??
ed by the miraculous cures attesfcfito
in the following diseases: PtatSra.
Malaria, Brighfs Disease of tite 26
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Coasunsaaev

neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial ASFee
tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe atf
Female Complaints, etc., etc
lodging and bathing f 2.50 per fisr; e
per week; $50 per month. Stage aaeew
Denver trains and waits for SssfiaSt
train upon request. This regort as
tractive at all seasons, and a f&ta &
winter. Passengers fo. Oja CeSsato
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. au aaaSL
m. feeasaw
reach Ojo Caliente at 4
day. Fare for round trip from SsaS
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For JteQwr

Ba.

particulars, address

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

;

Proprietor

Ojo Caliente. Taos County. fLM.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
MEW MEXICAN WHEITI8I3 CO.,

Dfcltfl.

Globe-Democra- t,

NEW ME X ICO
special shipments will be cheerfuly given by
,

HOLIDAY

CHRISTMAS

The New Mexican Printing Cominforadditional
pany is headquarters for engraved
Any
mation regarding rates or card3 de visite in New Mexico. Get
work done here and you will be
addressing or calling on unerslgned your
pleased in every particular.

EXCURSION

RATES

One fare plus $2.00 the
via Santa Fe Central ard the great Rock Island route.
Paul and Minneapolis.
St
St
Louis, Omaha,
round trip. Chicago, Kansas City,
Kansas and Nebraska,
in
Wisconsin,
Iowa,
Michigan,
Points
Minnesota,
SELLING DAYS: DECEMBER ao, 21, 22 and a6, 1904. Limit for return 30
days from date of sale.

S. B. GRIMSHAW.
6. F. & P.

W.H.ANDREWS,

Pres.

&

STORY & CLARK,

AND MISCELLANEOUS

Cten'l Manager,

Traveling F. and P.

A,

mo moQfm
Texas b Pacific Railway

aV

APS

WANTED At Sunmount Tent City Read What
Musicians
Accomplished
a young man to do general work. Apof the Story and Clark Plaro.
Say
ply at Gibson & Dow, city office, or C.
-H. Dow, on the grounds.
"Equal If not uperior to any instru
ment I have had occasion to use.'"
MAN Under 35, for Santa Fe or vi- Barron Berthold.
"Shows such i up priority of work
cinity to prepare for Gov't Position as
RAILWAY MAIL CLERK. Experianshlp and finish as must acakt
ence in Post Office work not necessary. them welcome to any household."
Entrance salary $800 per annum. Leonora Jackson.
resona in tone and
"Grand
Gradual promotion. Exceptional opand tender " MaihU
sweet
lightfully
la.
I.
S.
Box
Cedar
S.
I,
Rapids,
ening.
(I
Bauermeister.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of row
WANTED For the U. S. army: able
they seem to be unsurpasspianos,
bodied, unmarried men, between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States able." R. Watkin Mills.
syaa
"I find your planes
of good character and temperate habg
the voice."
for
pathetic
its, who can speak, read and write,
Lillian Blauvclt Pendleton.
English. For information apply to re"Gave tho llvel'-- t satisfaction tc
Francisco
150
San
officer
cruiting
I consider them second to none."
me.
Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
David Frangcon Davies.
"I think it capabl of the fullest ex
WANTED $8 to $12 weekly easily
of musical thought" Biles
pres3lon
easily earned by either sex knitting xicach Yaw.
seamless hosiery for the western mar"I - my opinion they rank among tlv.
ket; our improved family machine very best pianos of the day." Emile
with ribbing attachment furnished Samet,
worthy families who do not own a ma"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
chine, on easy payment plan; write at tone and a most sympathetic touch
once for full particulars and comFernando da Lucia.
mence making money; no experience
"I was perfectly charmed with It
required. UNITED STATES WOOLEN beauty of to-- e ind delightful touch.
CO., Detroit, Mich.
Francis 'htsen.
"Their tone is sweet as well as resonFOR RENT The McPherson house. ant. Are remarkably adapted for acClose in large grounds, modern conve- companying the voice." Clementine
de Vere Saplo.
niences. Enquire Capt. Fred Muller.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
richness of tone, splendid carrying
FOR RENT Two new
and excellent action." Rosa
cottages, stationary range, bath and power
Olitzka.
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Hotel.
Employ only expert workmen and no
piece work or contract work la don
FOR RENT Elks' Hall, rormerly In their factories.
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
They have won renown on two eorv
other public and private use. Apply tlnenta for excellence and beauty of
to George E. Ellis, trustee.
their Instruments.
Prices and terms most liberal.
FOR SALE Good driving horse and
Call on the General Agent for New
single buggy. For further information Mexico,
apply at Koury's Cash Store.
accc-v&nyiu-

NEW

trouble to

aavtr questions"

2$B;

NEW

Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
This handsome solid vestlbuled traia Direct connections made tor all
runs through to New Orleans, Shreva-por- t North, East and Southeast
For schedules, rates and other
and St Louis without change.
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation call on or address,
la Chicago aad intermediate points.
R. W. CURTIS

Southwestern

,

-

O. ISOHAKB
Traveling Paseenaer Aaent
IV.

IX PASO, TEXAS

Passenger Agent

EL PASO,

-

TEXAS

TO
eon. Ptwecnger and Ticket
DALLAS, TEXAS

Hew W&ez&c&M

A

J. A. KNOX,

W

3A

six-roo- m

1

TURKEYS FOR SALE.
Bronze
Turkeys.
Engage pure
Bronze turkeys now for delivery March
1st. Toms, $5.00; hens, $2.50; pair
M. T. RAILEY,
$6.50. Address
Velarde, N. M.

FRANK DIBERT

8anta Fe, N. M.
Who will show you the Story and
Clark Pianos In the several style and
finish Mahogany, Huncarlan, Wain
and Golden Oak.
. .

UBLISHERS
RENTERS . o
BINDERS o o
Sole Alakers for New Mexico of
Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT: OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

tte

I
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MANY

BILLS REPORTED

Continued From First Page.

1HM0NDS,. WATCHES,

$14,000 in excess of

the amount necessary to complete the present
structure. Mr. McGuire said he would
introduce a bill providing for this annual amount which would have the
recommendation
of the supervising
architect behind it. Mr. McGuire also
discussed the needs of Oklahoma City
and other places in the territory, and
expects to get favorable action on one
or more public buildings for these cittwo-story- 1

CLOCKS,

SILVERWARE. ETC.
Hksx&cturer of

Jjtikaa

Chaffing Dish.

Filigree Jewelry

IFILmEE FOB CHAINS, FILIGREE NECK CHAINS,
FILIGREE SOUVENIR SPOONS,

fHJSREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS,
FILIGREE CARD CASES.

f

Fresh Fruits in Season!

t?

3Rs& JHawera all the Time!

'

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
Sn Miguel St'eet, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
riiT FLOWERS A SPECIALTY rim.

?:

DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS
SeJephone No.

J0

J0

12

&

J

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI-

P. O. Box 457

CO.

S

jt jt S. 0. CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y and Treas.
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
grassy Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40
3E&.W. HICKOX, President

111

representative.

Of this Illinois quartet of youngsters
is Zeno J. Rivers, of Litchfield, 30
years old. He defeated by 2,000 votes
B. F. Caldwell, who was hailed' a few

stsy first essential is that the

an&Bsn be good, that

the Oysters

taste, the flavor and quality

3tm

tftai w33 make the dish satisfying and
awiatSssSaThe best of coooks can cause under the Sealshipt Carrier meth
act sat "tB a dish that is fit to eat from od of shipping the full flavor and taste
Oys- - of the Oyster is fully retained.
3a aessy, "doped,"
wishy-wash- y

Snrs

BftBSL in the dirty wooden tubs,

tia fasEias

3ffi

and flavor of such Oysters

!2teR Sww wtterly sapped and drained
ytSem- - ymr get them.

But take

Sealshipt Oysters are good raw,

licioug fried, fine in stews, soups, In
pies, smothered, scalloped,
way you want them.

Seal-ifiwi-

de-

good

any

Give them Seal

from the Patent Carriers shipt Oysters in some form and every
2
i

Changes in Customs Service.
The President has amended the civil
service rules by withdrawing from the
excepted class a number of the highest positions in the customs service
which have hitherto been excepted
from examination.
They include 42 cashiers, 81 special
deputy collectors, 200 principal deputies at subports and stations, six deputy naval officers and 16 deputy surveyors. This action was taken upon
recommendation of several collectors
and surveyors of customs, and will
throw these positions open to promotin
upon merit. Hitherto they have been
filled as party patronage.
Will Remain National Chairman.
Mr. Cortelyou will remain chairman
of the Republican national committee
indefinitely, and his assumption of the
office of postmaster general, which is
scheduled to take place about January
1, will make no difference in his dis
charge of the duties of national chair
man.
Mr. Wynne, the retiring postmaster
general, may have his choice of a consulship.
Young Men Numerous.
The crop of very young men, some
dangerously close to the constitutional
limit of 25 years, which came in on the
landslide, is unusually large, and the
junior members of the present House
of Representatives will be stripped of
their laurels, Illinois alone boasts of
four. Some of them come into office
without even having made a speech or
contributed a cent, or lifting a finger,
which should make them enviable In
the eyes of the veterans of many campaigns, who are speaking, sending documents, running errands, worrying
themselves prematurely gray and
currying public favor year in
and year out for the boon of being a

supply
so well

and succeed

that

we are

known as
99

....

FOR

. . .

All SSdk Rooma Goods

oth-rewi-

Cooking
Oysters
Kb

the Doctor Prescribes,
or Suggests, is what
We Specially Try to

ies.

j&l &shds of designs in

aftnast any old kind of a cook can member of the family will praise your
tbd- a; SSsh that will taste good becooking.
-

REJMN6T0N TYPEWRITERS

years ago as a sort of prodigy for the
money he had made as a country
banker. Another is Anthony Michael
ek, known on his native heath in the
slum district of Chicago as "the Ghet
to Kid." He spent exactly $50 toward
his election, and is offended because
the newspapers keep saying that he-I27 years old, when he is only 26. "The
Ghetto Kid" was born in Badbanov
Bohemia, and defeated, a rich Democ
cratic brewer, who is said to have spent
The brewer
$50,000 on his campaign.
had a feast prepared the night of the
election by way of celebrating his vie
The dinner was not served
tory.
Charles S. Wharton, representative
elect from another Chicago district
normally Democratic by heavy major
ities, is ?9 years old, and has an exper
ience something like that of Michael
ek. Charles McGavin, 30 years old.
made more of a fight than did his three
young colleagues, because the possi
bility of his defeating William Preston
Harrison, the brother of Chicago's
mayor, was recognized in the struggle
''1

HEARING WILL
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.,

BE RUSHED

Dealers.

mXWt
H

230 San Francisco Street

:

Santa Fe, fl. PI.

FIGHT ENDS
IN KILLING
Report of a Murder in Valencia County
Details Cannot be

Special to the New Mexican.
Laguna, N. M., Dec. 7 Word has
just been received here from Seboyeta,
a settlement about 30 miles west of
Cubero, that during a row there Satur
day afternoon Estevan Baca, of Cu
bero, shot and killed Juan Ba
rella. Owing to the distance from Se
boyeta it is impossible to get details.
Baca is the son of Margarito Baca, of
Cubero and belongs to one of the old
est and most prominent families In Va
lencia Cunty.

HElf

MEXICAN

PRINHNS

COMPANY,

Dealers, Santa Fe, N.H.

DUDROW &

PONDER OVER THIS.
Water
Lawyers in Kansas-ColoradKansas City meats are handled ex
Rights Case Decide Upon Method,
clusively by the. Bon Ton. We serve
of Handling Evidence.
nothing but the best You cannot get
K. C. meats at every restaurant or ho
7.
The
Dec.
Denver, Colo.,
attorneys tel in the
city. All our meats are nice
in the Kansas Colorado water rights
case held a meeting in Denver yester and tender. We are looking out for
our customers. Don't forget this.
day at which an outline of the testi-monwas made and a decision reach
ed as to just what points should be
On account of hard times, we will
brought out if possible in the heading.
cell
for a limited time only, the follow- The testimony already taken in the
Day Telepone 35.
Ina
aoods
at cut orlces:
Kansas-Coloradsuit has been so volMrs.
Gold's
.N
residence, foot of Palace Avenue, Telephone No. 142.
ights,
uminous that its presentation has oc Famous Monogram Rye Whiskey, ...
4.00
now
at
$5.50
per gal,
cupied a great length of time and it is
1.00
said that there is much of it that.,could $1.50 bottle now
Good California Claret, per Doz.
be eliminated without effect cjn the
2.75
Bottles
result. It is now the desire of, ffleijat-torney- s
Good California Riesling, per Doz.
for Colorado to secure evidence
2.75
Bottles
on only the salient points in the controbox of
Club
St.
Elmo
Cigars,
per
versy. Much of the material testi1.85
50, $2.25, now
mony has been reached in previous White House
box of 50
Cigars,
per
round-abou- t
methods and
hearings by
2.75
$3.25, now
in the hearing tomorrow it is the purWhite House Cigars, ftr box of 25,
to
pose of counsel
expedite matters as
1.65
$2.00, now
1.
much as possible.
Famous Pittsburg Stogies, per box....
1.65
of 100
All California Wines, per gallon.. 1.00
1.50
Malaga Wine, per gallon
1.50
Madeira Wine, per gallon
Bergundy Wine, five years old,
Jfext to the eatables the cutlery is the main thing IMiLJ
1.50
per gallon
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
bo ticed on the festive board, and you should not fail pflTjfljjl
Former Officers of Defunct Buffalo
of
full
line
a
also
We
Import
carry
o have' the best, which we carry in our larga stock of IvWftl
entire stock of
Bank Must Answer to This
ed Rhine Wine, French Claret, Chlan-tl- ,
Charge.
INDIAN
Tokay Wine, Sherry and Port.
MEXICAN
BLANKETS, POTTERY
Buffalo, Dec. 7. Warrants charging White Seal Champagne.
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK, CURIOS. ETC.
Also Imported Cuban, Havana and
grand larceny in the second degree
if
have been granted against former Mexican Cigar.
At less than Cost
i President Emery, Cashier Paul Wer
Mall order promptly attended to.
We also carry everything needed in toe una oi
ner and Assistant Cashier William P.
TOURISTS:
Luedeke, of the German Bank, which
Do
was closed by the state bank depart
ment several days ago.
O-OBBB- L
&
THE FAMILY LIQUOR HOUSE.
Next ' to Normandle Hotel.
Have your magazines bound in firstNo. 210 Don Gaspar Ave.,
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
class style for $1.25 per volume, by the
Please Call and Give Us a Trial,
New Mexican Printing Company, San
Cor. San Franclact Street and Bon Alllyl
'Phont No. 9.
ta Fe, N. M.
: : t t
Fe, N. M.
Clock, No.

Santa Fe

New Mexico

o

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Dwfoow's Office Building.

o

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
CLOSING
OUT

f VA.
l
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SALE I

SECOND DEGREE
GRAND LARCENY

I

HI
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Paints, Oils and Varnishes

St. Elmo Club.

W. H.

-

The Hardware Dealer
311

Santa

V

I

i
you know that you miss half of Santa
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Alopcia

